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Glossary of terms  

(A)ATSR Advanced along track Scanning Radiometer 
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C4D Capacitively Couples Contactless Conductivity Detection 

CCTV Closed-circuit television 

CIC Chelation ion chromatography 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

EU decisions 1600/2002/EC laying down the Sixth Community Environment Action 

Programme and EU Directive 2008/56/EC of 17 June 2008 establishing a framework for 

community action in the field of marine environmental policy (Marine Strategy Framework 

Directive) emphasise that:  “The marine environment is a precious heritage that must be protected, 

preserved and, where practicable, restored with the ultimate aim of maintaining biodiversity and 

providing diverse and dynamic oceans and seas which are clean, healthy and productive.”  

 

The same directive also required that: “Each Member State should therefore develop a marine 

strategy for its marine waters which, while being specific to its own waters, reflects the overall 

perspective of the marine region or sub-region concerned. Marine strategies should culminate in the 

execution of programmes of measures designed to achieve or maintain good environmental status.”  

In response to the EU directives to promote sustainable use of the seas and conserving marine 

ecosystems, the Republic of Ireland via the Department of Communications, Marine & Natural 

Resources launched ‘The Beaufort Marine Research Awards (BMA)’ in June 2007.  

 

This Beaufort Award ‘Sensors and Communication Systems for the Marine Environment’ 

aimed to develop deployable marine analytical platforms with wireless communication 

capability to perform autonomous sampling for extended periods of time. This multi-

disciplinary Beaufort team includes skillsets of chemistry, sensing, separation science, molecular 

biology, engineering and image analysis contributing to six research sub-programmes or 

workpackages.  The BMA project started in 2007 at DCU.  In 2010 the Marine and 

Environmental Sensing Technology Hub (MESTECH) was established as a result of the growing 

expertise in marine sensing technology and monitoring in DCU. A MESTECH website was 

developed (www.mestech.ie), and MESTECH actively engaged with social media technologies 

such as Twitter to significantly increase the international and national profile of our marine 

research and the BMA.  

 

The project has published >70 peer-reviewed papers. BMA members have presented >70 

conferences and workshop papers or posters, >10 invited talks and several visits to other 

marine research laboratories have taken place. Collaborations with other marine research 

institutions and with industries operating within marine sector across EU, US and Asia have 

been formed. These national/ international collaborations facilitate technical and knowledge 

exchanges that are important in promoting the research capability of Ireland, and would 

facilitate Irish companies in accessing new technologies to contribute towards building the 

future economy. These collaborations are also the basis of forming international consortia for 
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future non-exchequer funding applications.  In addition to the academic achievements and 

growing network of collaborators, the outputs of the research include novel chemical and 

biosensing platforms, a significant long-term dataset from a variety of sites, data analytics 

platforms for decision support tool development and novel materials for marine and other 

applications.  

 

Despite these successes, there is still much to do to achieve the ultimate goal of promoting 

Ireland as a leading marine research nation and more resources (both financial and human 

resources) are required to bring the current work forward to sustain long-term, high-quality 

research. The Beaufort PIs and management team have been very active in funding applications. 

Greater than €5 million funding was secured since the start of the BMA programme from 

agencies including FP7 programme, QUESTOR and national agencies such as IRCSET, SFI, EI, 

HEA and EPA leveraging the success of the BMA programme.  
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1. INTRODUCTION: CHAPTER 1 

1.1. BACKGROUND 

1.1.1. Environmental sensing 

 

The ocean remains under-sampled due to lack of adequate sensing technologies, and our 

proposal has identified specific areas where we can take a lead internationally. Strict 

regulations are forcing authorities to consider monitoring pollutants at their source and the 

ever-expanding costs of monitoring programmes drive the need to develop cheap, portable 

and durable biosensors for environmental applications. The most important areas that are 

needed for the design of environmental biosensors are in overcoming the instability of 

biological molecules and in the development of robust bio-recognition elements. Other 

demands are in reducing the cost of manufacture and in miniaturization. There is a need to be 

able to detect multiple analytes, to detect trace elements and provide improved tools for real-

time monitoring.  

 

1.1.2. Project description 

The BMA project started in 2007 with the aim of addressing some of the challenges of sensing 

the marine environment through a collaborative multidisciplinary research project. The 

research programme identified six original objectives, which were subsequently assigned to 

relevant research teams. A large proportion of the research programme is associated with the 

5 PhD students. Considering the time-line of a PhD program, these work packages were 

designed to occur in the first half of the award.  

 

As part of natural progression, some deviations from the original work plan occurred; mainly 

through feedback on needs and requirements, leading to new objectives that better suit 

current circumstances and which have a more positive input into the overall BMA program.  

The PhD researchers mainly focused on delivering their respective work package deliverables. 

The project milestones and deliverables were met within the target time-frame. Consequently, 

several individual work packages made significant progress and resulted in important advances 

in technological development. These include WP1 (biofouling), WP3 (video sensing), WP5 

(bioregcognition) and WP 6 (platform development). Improved anti-fouling surfaces, new 

antibodies for biotoxin detection, novel environmental prediction based on video data 

modelling and novel optical device and phosphate analyser for water monitoring have been 
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achieved. Five next generation prototypes of the novel optical device have been built and are 

currently undergoing laboratory and field testing. Alongside the individual BMA technology 

developments, an integration strategy attempted to develop suitable platforms that enable 

individual outputs to function in tandem.  

 

1.1.3. Project highlights and outputs 

One highlight of the BMA programme is the annual Beaufort Marine Research Awards 

Programme Workshop. The first workshop was held in February 2010. The student 

researchers and senior research fellow presented research progress for the past 12 months. 

The second BMA international workshop took place on 29th March 2011 and featured a 

number of distinguished international and industry based speakers and audience.  

Important outputs at this point of the programme include the successful technology transfer to 

Marine Institute from WP3 (video sensing), successful development of anti-body for detection 

of biotoxin, the development of a phosphate analyser, a multi-channel optical device (MOD) 

and next generation optical colorimetric device (OCS). These technologies will be tested for 

potential commercial exploitation. All of these are framed by the launch of Marine and 

Environmental Technology Hub (MESTECH), a significant step for DCU in line with the overall 

university strategy to pursue sustainable research initiatives in areas of key importance to Irish 

economy. MESTECH’s mission is fully aligned to the DCU strategy which aims to foster 

innovation and enterprise across all of its operations.  

 

Another important milestone has been the creation of the MESTECH web site which is a focal 

point for all marine and environmental research activities locally and nationally. This can be 

found at www.mestech.org. We see the MESTECH website as being a national resource and a 

one stop shop for marine and environmental technologies.  

The technologies developed within BMA programme are making significant impact on the 

relevant areas and have already attracted interest from international collaborators in the area 

of Marine /environmental research. MESTECH believes in international collaborations to bring 

forward marine monitoring science while protecting our own technological advancement. 

Several international collaborations have been formed since the beginning of the projects. This 

international bonding and knowledge sharing has brought about very positive impact on 

promoting Ireland’s marine research efforts abroad. 

 

1.1.4. The project team 

The BMA research team includes 9 principal investigators (Fig. 1.1). The participating PIs are all 

internationally recognised and significantly contribute to DCU’s academic outputs helping to 

http://www.mestech.org/
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maintain the university’s position in the top 50 universities under 50 years old. The team is led 

by the project director, Prof. Fiona Regan, who is established in the field of marine and 

environmental sensing. The overall coordinator Prof. Dermot Diamond has extensive 

experience in managing large scale research initiatives that has brought his experiences to the 

BMA. As part of the NCSR community, the BMA team had access to infrastructure and 

administrative support provided by DCU which enabled the team to focus on research and 

dissemination. Finally, the primary driver for the programme was to foster an environment 

whereby the next generation of niche trained researchers could prosper and deliver on their 

chosen topics. This mission saw the first wave of PhD students graduate by the end of 2011, 

establishing intellectual capital with a passion for marine research. The senior members of the 

team, together with the individual project supervisors have shown excellent leadership in 

steering and maintaining the success of the research. This is evidenced by the high quality of 

research and considerable amount of research outputs presented in this report. 

 

 
Figure 1.1 The project team in phase I indicating project management and PhD supervision for each 

WP.  

 

Wherever possible, the research team members have made attempts to work together, to 

exchange ideas and to identify ways of integrating the individual technologies. These are also 

detailed in this report in section: “Progress in technology integration”. The BMA programme has 

Prof. Dermot Diamond 
Project Lead 

Profs. Brian 
MacCraith & 

Colette 
McDonagh 

(WP4) 

 

    

Prof. Richard 
O’Kennedy 

(WP5) 

 

Prof. Brett Paull  

(WP2) 

 

 

Programme 

Administrator (NCSR) 

Dr. Eoin Sweeney 
Programme Manager  

(Marine Institute) 

Prof. Fiona 
Regan 
(WP1) 

BMA Principal 
Investigator 

Prof. Fiona Regan 

Prof. Alan 
Smeaton  

Prof.  Noel 
O’Connor 

(WP3) 
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also promoted research collaboration among the team members beyond the scope of the 

consortium.  Team members from WP 3 and WP6 as well as WP2 and WP6 have joint 

publications on works beyond this consortium; showing close collaborations have been 

established. 

 

1.2. PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

1.2.1 The objectives of the research programme were: 

 

WP1 (Biofouling): Definition of mechanisms in marine and riverine environments – 

temporal & spatial variability in fouling events 

WP2 (Separations): The development of micro-separation science technologies for 

application within micro-fluidic platforms, and their future application to the simultaneous 

separation of multiple target species within marine samples. 

WP3 (Video Sensing): Develop, test, deploy and then evaluate the effectiveness of a sensor 

network based on visual sensing of some aspect of the coastal marine environment, 

probably beaches. 

WP4 (Transduction): To design, construct and test a fluorescence-based microbial sensor 

for incorporation in autonomous field-deployable platform. 

WP5 (Biorecognition): Development of genetically engineered, highly stable and specific 

biorecognition ligands for detection of contaminants. 

WP6 (Microfluidics): Design and development of microfluidics manifold and autonomous 

instrument for handling and analysing biosamples in the field 
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1.3. DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKPACKAGES 

1.3.1 Workpackage outline 

The BMA was divided into two phases.  Phase I comprised the original 6 work packages that 

corresponded to 5 individual PhD projects and a senior research fellow project.  The topics in 

this first phase are illustrated in Figure 1.2 below. These 6 work packages were developed into 

phase II of the project in 2012. Details of each WP is shown in Table 1.  

 

 
 

Figure 1.2: Illustration showing the collaborative projects in phase I of the BMA.  

1.3.2 Workpackage list and description  
 
Table 1: List of project workpackages 

Project workpackages Phase I = WPs 1-6; Phase II WPs 7-11. 

WP number WP title Description 

 

1 Biofouling Underwater instrumentation immersed in aquatic environments for 
any significant period experiences unwanted biological growth on 
any surface not previously protected from such growth. This 
process is known as biofouling, a phenomenon which results in poor 
data quality or a need for frequent (and expensive) maintenance of 
marine sensors and platforms. Means of preventing such growth are 
known as antifouling methods and commonly consist of either 
biocide-based coatings or mechanical methods such as wiper 
technology. With current restrictions on the application of biocide-
based coatings such as tributyltin (TBT) the trend has been towards 
judicious use of copper-based materials for antifouling. This is not 
ideal and not suitable for many sensor applications. Therefore a 
need has arisen for novel antifouling methods tailored towards 
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current and future sensor materials.   
In this project, we propose the study, development, and 
characterisation of novel materials for prevention of biofouling. 
Currently, application of antifouling methods involving surface 
modification is preferable to either biocide-based coatings or 
mechanical methods. This is due to the legislation controlling 
biocides (Biocides directive BPD 98/8/EC) and the power 
consumption associated with mechanical methods. Alongside others, 
the texture and topographic roughness of the substrate are 
measurable material parameters recognised as having a significant 
influence on the behaviour of microbial organisms in contact with 
the substrate, influencing both chemical and physical characteristics 
of a surface. Initial studies have illustrated that certain tailored 
surface architecture can show inhibition of bacterial and diatom 
growth completely and others show a reduction in growth. 

2 Separations The development of micro-separation science technologies for 
application within micro-fluidic platforms and their future application 
to the simultaneous separation of multiple target species within 
marine samples. 

3 Video Sensing This work package will identify one or more coastal locations where 
visual sensing, through cheap and easily deployed webcam-type 
CCTV devices, can be used to complement and enhance the 
usefulness of other sensors, in measuring and tracking some feature 
of a defined coastal location, such as beach volume and beach 
erosion.  This will be done by continuously gathering and updating a 
catalog of coastal locations in Ireland for which there is easily 
available visual surveillance, followed by capture and logging of such 
information, and aggregation with other data sources for the same 
location. 
The outputs will be a software tool which gathers visual and other 
sensed information, automatically filters poor quality sensed images 
and presents a summary tool for a domain expert to study features 
such as beach erosion and when and under what conditions this 
happens. 

4 Transduction This work package relates to the design, construction and testing a 
fluorescence-based microbial sensor for incorporation in 
autonomous field-deployable platform. 

5 Biorecognition This work package involves the development of genetically 
engineered, highly stable and specific biorecognition ligands for 
detection of contaminants. These components will be integrated 
with WP 6 to investigate enhanced detection capability for biological 
analyte detection. 

6 Microfluidics This work package involves the design and development of a 
microfluidics manifold and autonomous instrument for handling and 
analysing biological samples in the field. It also involves the drawing 
together of elements of technologies developed in WP 1-5. 
Additional technological developments have also been investigated 
which anticipate alternative sensing platform for marine monitoring. 
 

Phase II 

7 Sensor platform 
integration, system 
modification and 
development and 
pollution modelling 

The optical colorimetric sensor platform developed in the first 
phase of the project will be tested in the marine environment in 
Galway as well as deployments in Ireland, China and Brazil. 
Prototype 1 was essentially a laboratory version and features 
included; 

• LED array light source (IR, red, amber, green, blue); 
• Photodiode detectors (90 ̊ and 180 ̊ to the light source); 
• Short-range wireless communications. 

Additional features of proptype 2 include; 
• Robust marine deployable design; 
• Antifouling measures; 
• GSM communications. 

Currently 5 systems have been developed and all are being tested in 
the laboratory.  A number of systems will be prepared for field use 
in Dublin and Galway and one or two will be deployed 
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internationally ultimately.  
The data from field use illustrates the sensor ability to identify 
differences in environmental conditions.  When compared to water 
quality parameters good correlation of real-time responses has been 
observed in initial trials.  
2) Biofouling components developed in the first stage of the project 
(WP 1) will be applied and tested on the sensor platform. 
3) Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a powerful tool to model 
complex fluid flow problems. In this research, which is aligned with 
other workpackages, CFD is proposed to model biofouling and its 
interactions with fluid flow, and to model the thermodynamics of 
seawater and the implications for desalination and marine energy 
applications.  
The study of fluid flow problems is relevant to many engineering 
disciplines and industrial applications. Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) is a very powerful tool to model and study the behaviour of 
fluids using numerical methods. This workpackage seeks to apply 
CFD to relevant marine research issues, and thus, is a supporting 
and enabling modelling technology for other MESTECH research. 
For example, it is planned to use CFD to study fluid flow over 
engineered surfaces (WP1) and the resulting variations in shear 
forces, which supports the fundamental research previously 
undertaken in WP1. It is also planned to use CFD to study fluid flow 
over biofouling species such as diatoms to investigate the onset of 
colonisation and potential advantages of colonisation patterns or 
strategies.   
 

8 Visual Sensing In order to understand environmental processes at the required 
fidelity for appropriate detection and response to events, our 
marine environment needs to be characterised from multiple 
different perspectives. In this work package we are proposing the 
use of a multi-modal marine environmental monitoring network 
incorporating and integrating data from a diverse range of sources. 
These sources include point sensors in the form of in-situ 
environmental sensor networks, near surface remote sensors in the 
form of cameras deployed on an environmental monitoring or wave 
monitoring buoy, remote sensing analysis products providing high 
frequency ocean colour and SST data by merging data from a variety 
of remote sensing data products, rainfall radar data, water depth 
data from detailed bathymetry analysis, and seabed classification 
data.  
Previous work has investigated the use of multi-modal sensor 
networks to complement and enhance the use of a conventional in-
situ sensor network in a river environment. In this new 
workpackage we wish to take this a significant step further by 
moving this analysis to a coastal environment and incorporating the 
further data sources available to us. The wide range of data sources 
available at Galway Bay renders this a suitable site for investigating 
multi-modal sensor networks.  This work package combines visual, 
satellite, and contextual data sources such as rainfall radar imagery 
alongside in-situ sensors into a multi-modal sensor network for 
improved event detection and more efficient operation of the 
network.  The multi-modal data sources along with modelled 
outputs provide greater intelligence to the network. 
 

9 Marine algal toxin 
sensing 

The impact of biotoxins on shellfish and human health is a global 
phenomenon. Marine toxins can accumulate in marine and 
freshwater environments, causing water and shellfish contamination. 
They are usually produced as a result of the proliferation of a toxin-
producing phytoplankton species or harmful algal blooms. There is 
an urgent need for effective detection technologies to replace the 
current regulatory techniques including the laborious and expensive 
analytical approaches and the unethical mouse bioassay.  
 
Recombinant antibodies to the cyanobacterial toxin, microcystin 
have been generated in the laboratory.  The scope of the current 
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project would be to harness the potential of these high sensitivity 
antibody fragments by incorporating them into an inexpensive 
optical detection platform. To further the success of the biotoxin 
monitoring project, the paralytic shellfish poisoning (PSP) toxin, 
saxitoxin was chosen for further recombinant antibodies 
development. This workpackage seeks to develop an inexpensive 
biosensing platform to detect marine toxins that can accumulate in 
marine and freshwater environments, causing water and shellfish 
contamination. 

10 Sensor deployment, 
data management and 
information 

This work package will focus on the deployment of sensors for the 
purpose of collecting good quality validated environmental data on 
our marine environment.  A number of key deployments were 
established and were developed further during this project.  
 
Estuarine monitoring using water quality sensing and visual sensing.  
Dublin Port, Malahyde and Scotsman’s Bay in Dublin are seen as key 
deployment locations to obtain valuable information on the coastal 
marine environment.  Data so far (Figure 1) has indicated the 
potential for simple water quality monitoring systems to act as an 
indicator for more critical environmental events, such as an algal 
bloom.   
 
Lough Hyne marine reserve provides a very valuable site to study 
coastal eutrophication effects, anoxic events, lake mixing events and 
other valuable environmental considerations relating to Irelands only 
marine reserve. This project has international appeal and results are 
relevant to sites elsewhere.  
SmartBay deployments of biofouling systems and the optical 
colorimetric sensor will be led from this WP. Also, this will support 
the Visual Sensing work where continuous chlorophyll data will be 
required to ground-truth the satellite images.  
The communications challenge in monitoring remote locations can 
make sensing difficult. However, we propose strategies for the 
establishment of simple communications protocols  
 
Strategies for the establishment of novel deployment systems for 
ease of deployment of sensors will be investigated.  

11 Biofouling strategies 
and marinisation1  
 

Underwater instrumentation immersed in aquatic environments for 
any significant period experiences unwanted biological growth on 
any surface not previously protected from such growth. This 
process is known as biofouling, a phenomenon which results in poor 
data quality or a need for frequent (and expensive) maintenance of 
marine sensors and platforms. Means of preventing such growth are 
known as antifouling methods and commonly consist of either 
biocide-based coatings or mechanical methods such as wiper 
technology. With current restrictions on the application of biocide-
based coatings such as tributyltin (TBT) the trend has been towards 
judicious use of copper-based materials for antifouling. This is not 
ideal and not suitable for many sensor applications. Therefore a 
need has arisen for novel antifouling methods tailored towards 
current and future sensor materials.  
 
This work involved the development of novel material chemistries 
to mitigate biofouling in marine sensing applications, thereby greatly 
facilitating the translation of developed technologies in WP 1 to the 
marine environment.   

 
Phase II was established at the half-way point in the programme. Many of the WPs led to 

further developments and advances, while new WPs arose due to integration of technologies 

or knowledge gained from phase I.  

                                                
1 Funded through the International SmartOcean Graduate Enterprise Initiative (ISGEI) – Dr. James 

Chapman 
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1.4. OVERALL AIMS OF THE PROJECT 

 

 
Figure 1.3: Illustration showing the degree of interaction and influence of each workpackage (in 

phase I and II) on other WPs. Smaller spheres = less interaction; larger and darker = greater degree 

of interaction.  

The aims of the research:  

• To significantly develop our capability to deliver high quality research outputs in the area 

of monitoring of environmental targets prioritised by the Marine Institute; 

 

• To provide a focused effort specifically in remote and autonomous monitoring of high 

priority microbial species and/or targets associated with these; 

 

• To develop, and link with related research efforts, the basic sciences underpinning goal (2) 

such as microfluidics, biorecognition, microbial science, advanced transduction techniques, 

biocompatibility, informatics and signal processing/filtering. 
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1.5. OVERALL IMPACTS: 

This project involved a multidisciplinary industry oriented research grouping in bio-sensing 

platforms with an ability to leverage other national and international funds. It enabled a 

portfolio of IP which will feed into new innovative products and potentially licensing deals 

and/or start-ups. Collaborative projects with MNCs/SMEs and international partners were 

later established. The results showed the need for developments to meet compliance 

requirements with key EU Directives in the marine area. 

 

Specific impacts relating to the research are outlined here: 

Project 1:  Investigation of microbial growth on surfaces: combating bio-fouling of 

sensors and environmental platforms (Biofouling) 

• Knowledge in the area is minimal and thus it is an important research effort.  

• Improved sensor performance will result if fouling can be reduced.  

• Has impacts in the aquatic environment but marine environment would benefit from 

application to small platforms or large vessels.  

Project 2: Microfluidic chip based miniaturised analytical devices for use in marine 

monitoring (Separations) 

• The ability to monitor the marine environment using in-situ devices which are robust 

and selective to target analytes is currently not an established technology. 

• The impact this may have on monitoring and improving the marine ecosystem over 

time is of considerable importance and affects the quality of life of all users of the 

marine environment. 

Project 3: Visual Sensing of Environmental Conditions (Video Sensing) 

• Visual sensing is ubiquitous, and cheap, and offers a cost-effective infrastructure for 

information-gathering;  

• Visual sensing can be regarded as just another sensing modality, akin to chemical or 

audio sensing, with similarities in the areas of event detection, yet little work has been 

done on visual sensing of environment for cost reasons 

Project 4:  Bacterial Sensing based on Biochip Fluoro-immunoassay (Transduction) 

• Importance of monitoring coastal and inland waterways towards compliance with EU 

Water Framework Directive 
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• Health and Safety benefits to society as effective monitoring will ensure cleaner and 

safer environment. 

• Potential impact on improved food safety 

Project 5:  Project Development of genetically engineered, highly stable and specific 

biorecognition ligands for detection of marine contaminants (Biorecognition) 

• Systems offer greater specificity and are capable of being altered /improved as 

required. 

• Generic technology with potential application to many different targets 

• Reagents can be integrated into detection systems of other partners in consortium 

• Capacity for integration into wireless monitoring systems 

• Could be used to develop early warning systems 

 

Project 6: Development of an integrated microfluidic sensor (Microfluidics) 

• Fluidic systems available that integrate sequential laboratory operations which will 

result in more rapid sample turnaround. 

• Capability to perform bioassays at remote locations 

• Ability to monitor and repeat on bio-contamination of water bodies at real or near-

real time. 

• Data feed to web interface for ease of access. 
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2. BIOFOULING: CHAPTER 2 

2.1. PROJECT SUMMARY (WP 1 & 7) 

2.1.1 The challenge of biofouling in the marine environment 

 

Underwater instrumentation immersed in aquatic environments for any significant period 

experiences unwanted biological growth on any surface not previously protected from such 

growth. This process is known as biofouling, a phenomenon which results in poor data quality 

or a need for frequent (and expensive) maintenance of marine sensors and platforms. Means of 

preventing such growth are known as antifouling methods and commonly consist of either 

biocide-based coatings or mechanical methods such as wiper technology. With current 

restrictions on the application of biocide-based coatings such as tributyltin (TBT) the trend has 

been towards judicious use of copper-based materials for antifouling. This is not ideal and not 

suitable for many sensor applications. Therefore, a need has arisen for novel effective 

antifouling methods tailored towards current and future sensor materials.  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Processes in biofouling progression indicating the timeline involved relating to each type 

of marine technology application.   
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2.1.2 Biofouling research approach 

In this project, we study, development, and characterisation of novel materials for prevention 

of biofouling on sensors or marine deployed structures. Currently, application of antifouling 

methods involving surface modification is preferable to either biocide-based coatings or 

mechanical methods. This is due to the legislation controlling biocides (Biocides directive BPD 

98/8/EC) and the power consumption associated with mechanical methods such as brushes or 

wipers. Alongside others, the texture and topographic roughness of the substrate are 

measurable material parameters recognised as having a significant influence on the behaviour of 

microbial organisms in contact with the substrate, influencing both chemical and physical 

characteristics of a surface. Initial studies have illustrated that certain tailored surface 

architecture can show inhibition of bacterial and diatom growth completely and others show a 

reduction in growth. Table 2.1 shows the materials used in sensor construction and their 

applications. The variety of material types shown suggests that an antifouling approach must be 

tailored to suit the application to reduce both biofouling and corrosion. Currently a variety of 

strategies is used by sensor manufacturers to protect the sensor head, optical window or 

sensing element. These approaches may be material-based coatings or mechanical methods 

such as wipers etc. as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. 

 

 Table 2.1: Common materials utilised in environmental sensor construction. 

Material Application Sensor Type 
Metals   
Anodised aluminium Sensor housings Available in commercial turbidity sensors. 
304L Stainless steel Sensor housings All, freshwater applications. 
316L Stainless steel Sensor housings Specifically marine applications and corrosive 

industrial applications 
Stainless steel micro 
screens 

Filtration Available for particulate matter screening on 
some sensors e.g. conductivity and 
temperature. 

Titanium Sensor housings Replacement for SS housings. 
Copper Antifouling Most commercial systems 
Plastics   
Polyoxymethylene 
(Acetal, Delrin ®) 

Sensor housings Available on commercial pH, fluorimetry and 
ORP sensors. 

Polyphenylene sulfide 
(PPS) (Ryton ®) 

Sensor housings Available on some pH and ORP sensors. 

FEP Teflon Membranes Dissolved oxygen. 
Polyurethane Cabling Most. 
Acrylonitrile butadiene 
styrene (ABS) 

Sensor housings Some models e.g. OTT Orpheus Mini. 

HD polyurethane Cabling Most. 
Additional Materials   
Epoxy resins Electronics, housing 

material 
Most. 

Silicon Diaphragms Water level sensors. 
Sapphire Optical windows Turbidity. 
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PVDF membranes Filtration 
membranes 

Phosphate, combined models. 

Glass Optical windows Turbidity. 
 

Biofouling, the development of nuisance or unwanted biofilms on surfaces (Figure 2.1) is also a 

major problem due to the build-up of biomass causing reduced efficiency, for instance, in 

industrial cooling systems, contamination and even failure of engineered components. The 

economic costs associated with removal of biofouling combined with decreases in efficiency, 

performance, reliability, and increases in corrosion rates as well as general inconvenience has 

meant that many attempts have been made at producing surfaces that prevent or reduce the 

rate of biofouling.  

 

 
Figure 2.2: Digital image of a commercial multiparameter environmental sensing sonde. Installed 
sensors are labelled (pH, DO=dissolved oxygen, Turbidity, Chl a = Chlorophyll a, BGA = blue/green 
algae). Antifouling is provided by mechanical brushes (A) and copper mechanical wipers (B) to 
protect the optical windows of optical sensors (C). 

 

Any means of removal, reduction, delay, or prevention of the process of biofouling, usually by 

the application of a coating containing biocides or by physical mechanisms, are referred to as 

antifouling coatings or antifouling methods. Microbial adhesion and the development of 

microbial multi-species communities (biofilms) at interfaces has been a topical subject of 

research for the last two decades.  The historical approach to antifouling coatings was not 

30 mm

A

pHDO

Turbidity Chl a

B

C

BGA
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environmentally friendly and many coatings and solutions were environmentally damaging. The 

use of tributyltin (TBT) in particular has been well documented as being an ecologically 

unsound practice, and the resultant ban on the use of TBT has been highly publicised.  

 

Unfortunately, very few viable alternatives to TBT have been proposed and many of the 

compounds that have replaced TBT are starting to be seen as equally damaging. Therefore, an 

urgent need has developed for a strategy to produce antifouling coatings based on alternative 

designs to those simply incorporating biocidal compounds into a coating matrix. Some success 

has already been achieved in this, as evidenced by the application of non-biocide based coatings 

designed to reduce the binding energy between the substrate and adhering fouling organisms, 

thus allowing high shear forces to remove fouling, known simply as foul release coatings 

(FRCs) One promising approach to developing novel coatings for the future is known as 

biomimetic design.  

 

The challenge with sensors is the variety of surfaces that are to be protected by the antifouling 

approach. Fig 2.3 shows the impacts on sensors and the influence on data quality from sensors 

that have been overcome with a biofilm.  Not all sensor data is impacted in the same way, but 

principally optical sensors are most sensitive to the impacts of biofilm growth on their 

measurement window.   
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of biofilm formation on sensors and the impact on the data collected from 

particular sensors.  

Data shown in this illustration (Figure 2.3) shows that fouling affects different sensors in 

different ways. For example, temperature and conductivity sensors are unaffected in the above 

example by fouling whereas dissolved oxygen and turbidity measurements are seriously 

affected.  
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2.1.3 Objectives 

The overall objective is to develop antifouling technology for use on sensors and surfaces 

deployed in the marine environment.  Table 2.2 shows the sub tasks that were performed.  

Table 2.2: Tasks in relation to the biofouling workpackage 

Biofouling Project Sub Tasks  

Sub task   

T 1.1 To study the surfaces of marine organisms that show 

antifouling capability with the aim of understanding 

and producing biomimetic surfaces exhibiting the 

parameters responsible for such ability. 

T 1.2 Study of biological adhesion on such surfaces  

T 1.3 

 

Incorporation of novel antifouling materials/physical 

approaches on surfaces and the study of antifouling 

capability 

T 1.4 Testing of surfaces and antifouling approaches in 

marine environments. 

 

2.1.4 Research Outcomes 

2.1.4.1 Study of biomimetic surfaces 

 

This involves the direct observation and translation of natural antifouling mechanisms utilised 

by natural organisms in zones of high fouling pressure, such as the marine environment, into 

artificial antifouling materials. This approach has become more common as it has been realised 

that many marine organisms in particular, are able to prevent or reduce fouling of their outer 

surfaces, often using novel surface configurations and surface chemistry to produce this affect. 

Biomimetics is used as an umbrella term for the use of solutions developed by evolution in the 

natural environment as a template for solving or improving human engineering problems. 

Biomimetics also incorporates the production of completely new technology inspired by 

concepts from the natural world. A key component of the biomimetics process is that it 

incorporates sustainability into any resulting design. Many great engineering breakthroughs 

such as powered flight and Velcro are based on early biomimicry of natural concepts. 

However, the use of biomimetics can be more subtle; for example, incremental improvement 
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in the efficiency of turbine blades has been attributed to the study of hydrodynamic lift in the 

flippers of whales while many modern drugs are based on molecules seen in natural organisms.  

 

 
Figure 2.4: Strategy for bio-inspired design and development of novel anti-fouling surfaces  

Designing a biomimetic strategy for applications such antifouling for environmental sensors 

requires that a number of key stages are completed and requires the successful integration of a 

number of important parameters to ensure that the outcome will be successful. The approach 

developed in WP 1 is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. Firstly, a candidate antifouling surface must be 

isolated from the natural environment and the key parameters responsible for the antifouling 

ability identified and isolated. This is a difficult stage as, with any natural environment, various 

factors may be working in tandem to produce the overall effect seen. If this stage can be 

completed successfully then the mechanism thought to be responsible must be capable of being 

transferred to artificial materials and successfully reproduced. This stage is vital to the success 

of a biomimetic design. Failure occurs because either the mechanism responsible cannot be 

successfully transferred to artificial surfaces, or the mechanism responsible for the 

characteristic of interest has been incorrectly identified, or furthermore, some yet unidentified 

critical dimension has been neglected in the transfer to an artificial material.  

 

In WP1 a large number of substrates with varying texture, roughness and surface energy have 

been fabricated using a number of chemical and physical methods, including photolithography, 

laser ablation, elastomer casting and chemical etching. The majority of these materials are 

based on the surface characteristics and texture of surfaces isolated from the natural 
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environment that appear to have some intrinsic antifouling ability. Others designs have been 

based on the models under development by other leading biofouling research groups for 

design of foul reduction surfaces. Testing of the rate of accumulation of biofouling using 

bioassays based on common fouling organisms has been completed. A number of field trials 

have also been completed with the aim of examining the performance of these materials 

against natural multispecies biofilms. A number of novel surfaces have been generated that 

appear to have some fouling reduction ability and these are currently undergoing further 

characterisation to understand the causative mechanisms of the antifouling mechanisms seen.  

 

Bio-inspired design of materials, formally termed biomimetics is a well-recognised avenue to 

the development of novel materials, although previously under utilised for the development of 

antifouling surfaces. However, the potential for development of novel antifouling materials is 

great; provided the underlying mechanisms responsible can be elucidated from natural sources. 

We have set out to identify and investigate these apparent non-fouling species/organisms in the 

marine environment in order to understand the role that surface topography and texturing 

might play in the physical antifouling defenses of these species.  

 

The first task of this work was to study the surfaces of marine organisms that show 

antifouling capability with the aim of understanding and producing biomimetic 

surfaces exhibiting the parameters responsible for such ability. One group of marine 

organisms that have been highlighted as a rich source of biomimetic inspiration, mainly in terms 

of propulsion and hydrodynamics are the elasmobranchs, a subclass of cartinilagous fish that 

include the sharks and rays, of which there are some 1000 species. Interest in this group was 

initiated when early microscopic examination of the skin surface of the elasmobranchs showed 

that the skin surface was not smooth as anticipated but instead was composed of microscopic 

placoid scales, which have been termed dermal denticles (literally teeth of the skin) (Figure 2.5) 

composed of dentine and enamel. These denticles have a distinctive shape and precise 

orientation on the skin surface and are embedded in a deeper collagenous layer of the skin, the 

substratum compactum.  
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Figure 2.5: Detail of the denticle  

Further to the study of sharkskin as shown above, a number of model surfaces were identified 

and bio-inspired textures and patterns based on these were created on artificial substrata to 

facilitate testing for antifouling effect (Figure 2.6).  

A A1 1 2 

 

Figure 2.6: SEM images of crustacean (left) and fish (right) species showing well-defined Molva molva, 

Dicentrarchus labrax. surface structure and texture. A number of novel materials based on the 

surface structure seen here have been fabricated and tested for antifouling ability during this project.  
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2.1.4.2 Study of biological adhesion on such surfaces 

 

Novel surfaces generated were tested for fouling rate in both laboratory based 

assays and field trials. Laboratory based assays incorporated microorganisms that are 

commonly encountered among micro fouling (Figure 2.7). Commonly encountered 
microorganisms in an initial micro fouling layer include both bacterial and diatom species. 

These species are able to attach to the surface using a variety of methods and secrete a 

protective shield of exopolymeric substances, primarily composed of polysaccharides and 

proteins.  

Based on the lab and field trials; a number of recommended approaches to designing surfaces 

for reduced microbial adhesion have be achieved. An unexpected result of the field trials 

related to the role that sedimentation and surface topography plays in the development of 

biofouling in low energy environments.  

  
Figure 2.7: Microbial attachment to operational sensor materials showing bacterial layers and diatom 

settlement. 

The nature of sharkskin and the presence of topographic riblets on the surface have been 

previously speculated to have some function in preventing the attachment of microorganisms 

to the surface of the shark. Observations made in WP 1 D1.2 were incorporated into novel 

antifouling strategies. To facilitate this, a number of synthetic materials frequently used in 

sensor design have been generated with tailored surface architecture, making uses of 

techniques such as laser ablation, photolithography and polymer casting materials frequently 

used in sensor technologies. These surfaces (Figure 2.8) were designed to test the adhesion of 

the common biofouling diatom Amphora coffeaeformis and created by the successful submission 

of a National Access Programme proposal (NAP 181). By designing surfaces exhibiting a 

texture and spacing smaller than the organism in question it was found that settlement can be 
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reduced and the removal rate increased. Figure 2.9 illustrates diatom adhesion patterns to the 

surfaces created under NAP 181, showing that cells tend to align within features possibly as a 

means of protection from shear forces.  

 

 

Figure 2.8: A series of novel surfaces designed with texturing and patterning based on current 

theories related to the inhibition of settlement of biofouling organisms 2 

Novel surface designs are shown in Figure 2.8 above. Design 1 was found to reduce settlement 

and growth of cells; while the increases in growth associated with the other designs indicate 

that caution is required when designing antifouling surfaces with any degree of texture. This 

has important implications for construction of both sensor materials and application of 

antifouling materials. Therefore the next stage of work involves application of materials to 

sensors.  

                                                
2 Recently published in J Mater Sci (2017) 52:5846–5856  
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Figure 2.9: Settlement patterns of the diatom Amphora coffeaeformis after 168 h growth on textured 

PDMSe surfaces 

 

2.1.4.3 Study of antifouling capability 

One of the challenges to testing antifouling materials lies with the designing of a suitable field-

testing method and consistent subsequent analysis of the degree of fouling. Throughout the 

project, a number of field deployments have been designed, including identification of suitable 

locations and development of appropriate test platforms (Figure 2.10). Simultaneous data 

collection on environmental parameters is carried out in parallel, and this allows any 

correlation between rates and dominant fouling species with environmental conditions to be 

identified on the materials under test. Materials have been tested in Dublin bay and Galway Bay 

as well as at Lough Hyne Marine Reserve. Fig. 2.11 shows deployment methods of materials in 

Galway Bay with SmartBay Ireland. Figure 2.12 illustrates two sensor sondes deployed at the 

same time in Lough Hyne one at the northern end of the lake and the second at the southern 

end.  It is clear from the sensors in the picture that different fouling conditions occur in the 

lake and therefore it is important to consider the location carefully when scheduling 

maintenance of sensors.  
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Figure 2.10: Deployment of one of a number of antifouling test panels constructed during this project 

(left), showing the system allowing removal of coated individual standard microscope slides for 

analysis, and images showing microfouling of materials under this system (right) 
 

 

Figure 2.11: Deployment of a number of antifouling test panels constructed during this project in 

Galway Bay attaching them to the Galway Bay buoy. 
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2.1.4.4 Testing of surfaces and antifouling approaches in marine 

environments. 

Currently materials are being applied to sensors and being deployed on platforms to assess 

fouling in the marine environment. Data from these studies are summarized in section 8.1.1. 

 
Figure 2.12: Two sensor sondes deployed for the same duration in the same marine lake (Lough 

Hyne) one on the North and the second on the south illustrating different fouling conditions in the 

marine lake.  

 

2.1.5 Summary 

The cost of ownership of sensors (Fig. 2.13) in the environment is strongly linked to the 

maintenance requirements as a result of biofouling.  In high fouling season sensors may require 

maintenance and cleaning every two weeks adding significant cost to the monitoring 

programme. Protection of sensors from biofouling is further complicated by the fact that most 

sensors are constructed of a variety of materials meaning that unless a broad spectrum biocide 

is applied then many antifouling mechanisms will need to be tailored to the material in 

question. As an example, it may be possible to design a sensor casing constructed from 

stainless steel with a surface topography tailored to prevent barnacle attachment; however it 

would prove difficult to apply this same technology to a sensor casing constructed of plastic.  
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Figure 2.13. The process of biofouling as it occurs on an environmental sensor and the impact on 

data integrity and ultimately cost of ownership of the device.  

 

Biomimetic design of sensor surface does offer considerable scope for the creation of novel 

mechanisms for biofouling prevention of environmental sensors.  It offers a very attractive 

means of producing sustainable antifouling that does not have the negative environmental 

impacts of previously used biocide-based coatings. The design process of biomimetic 

antifouling materials is challenging and the process of isolating and testing the features of 

natural surfaces that have intrinsic antifouling ability must be followed in order to create  novel 

materials. In addition, the current methods of testing biomimetic antifouling materials are quite 

crude and produce further difficulties in identifying the key surface properties responsible for 

antifouling ability with any certainty. WP 1 enabled the development of biofouling assays and 

novel materials for testing in the marine environment.  
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3. SEPARATIONS: CHAPTER 3 

3.1. PROJECT SUMMARY 

Metal ions in the marine environment are important indicators of pollution or in some case the 

health of the ecosystem.  Chelation ion chromatography (CIC) for the determination of metals 

in complex samples such as saline waters, has received considerable attention over the last 

number of years. For the successful separation of metals using CIC, a large variety of different 

chelating stationary phases have been used in this WP, based upon either modified particles, 

packed within standard columns or capillaries, or capillary walls modified with complexing 

ligands, for open tubular chromatography and electro-driven separation methods. For 

successful application, these chelating phases must exhibit high hydrolytic stability, the 

complexes formed should be kinetically labile and the chelating ligand should be chemically 

stable, in order to withstand changes in eluent composition, pH and ionic strength. 

According to a recent review by Walsh et al. 3 monolithic stationary phases for high-

performance liquid chromatography, in the rigid, macro-porous, column format in which they 

are known today, were first introduced in the literature in 1992 by Sˇvec and Fréchet4. 

Application of these materials as separation media has increased since then, but there has been 

a very long developmental process of monolithic materials taking place since the early 1960s, 

with theoretical discussions on the benefits of such porous gel structures for chromatographic 

application recorded in the early 1950s5. In this PhD project, capillary housed 

laurylmethacrylate-co-ethylene dimethacrylate (LMA-co-EDMA) polymer monoliths were 

fabricated, functionalised with varying amounts of vinyl azlactone, followed by immobilisation of 

iminodiacetic acid (IDA), forming a range of acetyl-iminodiacetic acid (AIDA) 

functionalised monoliths, applied to the chelation ion chromatographic separation of selected 

transition and heavy metals. Several monoliths of varying length and ligand density were 

prepared, resulting in increased cation retention and chromatographic resolution on those 

displaying the highest capacity.  

Ligand density and related column capacity were confirmed visually using scanning capacitively 

coupled contactless conductivity detection (sC4D) techniques. Column temperature studies to 

                                                

3 Walsh Z, Paull B, Macka M. Inorganic monoliths in separation science: a review. Analytica Chimica Acta. 750: 28-47.   
4 F. Svec, J.M.J. Fréchet, Anal. Chem. 64 (1992) 820 
5 D.L. Mould, R.L.M. Synge, Analyst 77 (1952) 964. 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determine retention mechanism and the effect of temperature on the retention of Mn(II), 

Cd(II) and Cu(II) was investigated, showing an increase in retention with increased 

temperature for Cd(II) and Cu(II), whilst a decrease in retention was obtained for Mn(II). 

Isocratic capillary chelation ion chromatographic separations of Mn(II), Cd(II) and Cu(II) were 

obtained, with dual peak detection demonstrated using combined on-column C4D detection 

and UV–Visible detection following the post-capillary column reaction of the eluted metals 

with 4-(2-pyridylazo) resorcinol (PAR).  

Objectives 

 

The objective of this workpackage was the development of micro-separation technologies for 

application within micro-fluidic platforms, and to determine their future application in the 

simultaneous separation of multiple target species within marine samples. The sub-tasks 

performed are listed in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Tasks in the development of micro-separations for marine application 

Separations Project Sub Tasks  

Sub task  Description 

T2.1 Investigation of surface modified open channels for 

low-pressure separations 

T2.2 Transfer of developed open channel phases to micro-

fluidic chip based platforms 

T2.3 Evaluation of available approaches to fluidic control 

through open channel separation phases 

 

3.1.1. Outcomes of research  

3.1.1.1. Investigation of surface modified open channels for low-pressure 

separations  

Initially, simple ion exchange approaches were followed to evaluate separation performance 

and potential. Polymer monoliths were prepared in a UV transparent fused silica capillary. The 

surfaces of the polymer monoliths were functionalised to produce anion and cation exchange 

capillary columns and separations of selected ion standards were achieved using an in-house 

constructed liquid chromatography system. The effect of temperature on separation efficiency 

was investigated using an in-house constructed column heater. The results obtained showed 

that higher temperature enhances the separation efficiency and with the advantage of 
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decreasing backpressure. These data help to optimise method development and future column 

heater design.  

3.1.1.2. Transfer of developed open channel phases to micro-fluidic chip 

based platforms  

To improve sensitivity, the use of post-column reaction detection is common practice. The use 

of post-column mixing presents considerable difficulty when used at the capillary scale, as any 

extra-column band broadening in the system leads to a substantial loss in efficiency. A 

nanofluidic chip based post-column mixer was incorporated into the in-house constructed 

liquid chromatography system.  

Studies into the determination of alkaline earth metals (calcium, magnesium and barium) were 

carried out using o-cresolphthalein complexone (oCPC) as a post-column reagent. Following 

optimisation of the method, it was concluded that sensitivity was an issue and focus turned to 

the use of 2-(5-bromo-2-pyridylazo)-5-[N-propyl-N-(3-sulfopropyl)amino]-phenol (5-Br-PAPS), 

which is a post-column reagent used for the determination of transition metals. Using a 

polymer monolith with immobilised iminodiacetic acid functional groups, sensitivity was greatly 

improved.  

The determination of trace metals in complex samples such as seawater is problematic for ion 

exchange chromatography due to the high salt concentrations which swamp the ion exchange 

sites. Chelation ion chromatography (CIC) utilises chelating stationary phases to provide the 

enhanced selectivity to help overcome this issue. The aim of this work has therefore been the 

development of novel chelating polymeric monolithic phases for selected trace metal 

extraction and/or separation. Briefly, lauryl methacrylate-co-ethylene dimethacrylate monoliths 

were photografted with vinyl azlactone, following previous immobilisation of benzophenone. 

The amine-reactive azlactone moieties were subsequently reacted with iminodiacetic acid 

(IDA) through the nitrogen. IDA immobilised in this manner can form metal chelates with 

transition metals present in relatively highly saline sample matrices. These new columns offer 

an alternative to commercially available separation columns which commonly employ IDA as a 

chelating ligand (e.g. Chelex 100) for the analysis of metals.  

To increase the density of the chelating ligand, thus increasing complexation capacity, vinyl 

azlactone concentrations were increased during the production of the monoliths, leading to an 

increased density of azlactone moieties available for reaction with IDA. Scanning capacitively 

coupled contactless conductivity detection (sC4D) was used as a non-destructive method of 

measuring axial homogeneity of the immobilised ligand along the length of the monolith. By 

scanning the monolith before and after immobilisation of IDA using an ethanolamine buffer, a 
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change in the conductive response was indicative that IDA had been successfully immobilised 

onto the surface of the monolith. An increase in conductive response was observed for an 

increase in vinyl azlactone concentrations indicating that an increase in ligand density was 

achieved.  

3.1.1.3. Evaluation of available approaches to fluidic control through 

open channel separation phases  

To improve sensitivity in CIC the use of post-column reaction (PCR) detection is common 

practice. For inclusion of the chelating column within a future autonomous system, stable 

(robust) and sensitive PCR systems are required. The use of post-column mixing presents 

considerable difficulty when used at the capillary scale, as any extra-column band broadening in 

the system leads to a substantial loss in efficiency. In this work, the selectivity of the IDA 

functionalised polymer monolith was evaluated for the analysis of common transition and 

heavy metals (e.g. Cu(II), Cd(II) and Mn(II)) utilising 4-(2-pyridylazo)resorcinol (PAR) as a post- 

column reagent. The PCR reagent was mixed with the column eluate using a mixing coil (20 

cm x 25 μm ID fused silica capillary, internal volume of 100 nL) and the resultant coloured 

complex detected at 500 nm using UV-Vis detection.  

Studies were carried out using the new IDA functionalised polymer monolith and separations 

of transition and heavy metals were achieved using the novel combination of simultaneous on-

column conductivity (C4D) detection (Figure 3.1, left) and UV-Vis detection (Figure 3.1, right). 

This plot also shows the chromatography improvements achieved by increasing the 

complexation capacity of the monoliths. 
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Figure 3.1: Separation of transition metals on AIDA monoliths utilising simultaneous (I) on-capillary 

C4 D detection and (II) PCR UV–Vis absorbance detection. Chromatographic conditions: Eluent: 0.2 

mM nitric acid. Eluent flow-rate: 1 µL/min. PCR flow-rate: 1 µL/min. PCR: 0.4 mM PAR in 0.1 M 

ammonia, pH 10.7. Metal concentrations: 0.5 ppm Mn(II), 1 ppm Cd(II) and 1 ppm Cu(II). A 10 pt 

smoothing average was applied to the chromatograms obtained using UV–Vis detection.  

 

 

A second approach was used to attach the iminodiacetic acid (IDA) onto the surface of the 

monolith structure. This involved modifying the surface of the monolith with glycidyl 

methacrylate followed by the attachment of IDA. Figure 3.2 shows an overlay of separations of 

metals carried out on polymer monoliths with increased complexation capacity.  
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Figure 3.2: Overlay of separations of 5 ppm Mn(II), 10 ppm Co(II), 10 ppm Cd(II) and 10 ppm Zn(II) 

using GMA-IDA30 and GMA-IDA35 

 

The IDA modified polymer monoliths were used for the determination of transition and heavy 

metals in seawater samples. Figure 3.3 shows a seawater sample spiked with Mn(II), Cd(II), 

Co(II) and Zn(II). This chromatogram is overlaid with a standard mix containing Mn(II), Cd(II), 

Co(II) and Zn(II) showing that the high ionic strength from the seawater did not affect 

retention.  
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Figure 3.3: Metal analysis of seawater samples from (a) Quays beach, Co. Clare. Spiked seawater 

samples (blue), 10 ppm Co(II), Cd(II) and Zn(II) standards (black) and unspiked seawater (red) 

 

3.1.2. Summary 

 

A series of AIDA modified polymer monoliths have been fabricated and applied to the direct 

separation of metal cations. This work applied photo-grafting of poly(VAL) to the pre-

polymerised LMA-co-EDMA monoliths, allowing an increase in the surface coverage of AIDA, 

without the requirement of re-optimisation the polymerisation conditions used. An increase in 

the complexation capacity was achieved through increasing poly(VAL) concentration and 

resulted in an increase in the retention of all metal cations studied. The increase in the 

complexation capacity of the immobilised ligand was achieved and verified through the use of 

sC4D techniques, with results showing that the surface coverage of the AIDA ligand was 

homogeneous along the entire length of the column. Separations of Mn(II), Cd(II) and Cu(II) 

were achieved, with the monoliths displaying a reduced selectivity for Zn(II), Ni(II) and Cu(II) 

compared to previously reported IDA based phases. Results from this WP illustrate the 

potential of novel column technology can achieve selective and sensitive analytical methods for 

determination of metal species in the marine environment.  This work led to a number of 
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conference and peer-reviewed publications as well as a PhD award for Aine Moyna. While the 

work on polymer monoliths demonstrated capability for separating metals of marine 

significance in a saline matrix, the approach of using monoliths was not carried into phase II as 

these were found unsuitable for integration into the autonomous platform.  
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4. VISUAL SENSING TECHNOLOGY: CHAPTER 4 

4.1. PROJECT SUMMARY (WP 3 & 8) 

This work package identified one or more coastal locations where visual sensing, through 

cheap and easily deployed webcam-type CCTV devices, are used to complement and enhance 

the usefulness of other sensors, in measuring and tracking some feature of a defined coastal 

location, such as beach volume and beach erosion. This is done by continuously gathering and 

updating a catalog of coastal locations in Ireland for which there is easily available visual 

surveillance, followed by capture and logging of such information, and aggregation with other 

data sources for the same location.  

The outputs of this WP is a software tool which gathers visual and other sensed information, 

automatically filters poor quality sensed images and presents a summary tool for a domain 

expert to study features such as beach erosion and when and under what conditions this 

happens.  

4.1.1. Objectives 

Overall Objective is to develop, test, deploy and then evaluate the effectiveness of a sensor 

network based on visual sensing of some aspect of the coastal marine environment, probably 

beaches. The tasks undertaken are listed in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Tasks in relation to development of video sensing technology 

Visual Sensing Technology Project Sub Tasks  

Sub task  Description 

T3.1 Survey and catalogue coastal marine locations   

T3.2 Evaluation of locations from T3.1 with complementary 

data sources 

T3.3 Data aggregation   

 

T3.4 Visual data analysis and filtering software 

development 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T3.5 Image analysis   

T3.6 Visual content management tool   

T3.7 Identification of one or more new locations for 

deployment. 

T3.8 Develop image analysis toolkit   

T3.9 Develop content management toolkit  

 

4.1.2. Research outcomes 

 

4.1.2.1. Catalog of available marine locations for visual sensing & 

Evaluation of locations with complementary data sources  

We evaluated a number of locations under criteria which included the availability of network, 

power and security, and multiple sensing modalities. The chosen locations are outlined in Table 

4.2. The original locations consisted of the River Lee, Galway Bay, and the River Tolka. The 

Lee Maltings site on the River Lee is an interesting point evaluating the effectiveness of a multi-

modal sensor network in the marine environment.  

The existence of an in-situ sensor network at multiple locations along the river thanks to the 

‘Deploy’ project (www.deploy.ie) also renders this an extremely exciting location for carrying 

out this research. One of the main challenges in this work is finding appropriate infrastructure 

for a visual sensor such as a camera. The Tyndall Institute provides excellent support for the 

deployment of a camera network at the River Lee site. We chose Galway Bay as a coastal 

marine location for the evaluation of the tools developed as part of this research. Galway Bay 

is an interesting coastal location from a number of perspectives and is extremely suited to the 

application of this research since it has become a testbed for next generation marine sensing 

infrastructure and technology under SmartBay. SmartBay is a huge asset to this research and 

provides the backbone sensing infrastructure required to investigate multi-modal sensor 

networks at a coastal marine location. From research carried out in WP6, it became apparent 

that the River Tolka would be a very interesting site to apply this research.  
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Table 4.2: Catalog of marine locations for visual sensing  

Requirements River Lee Galway Bay River Tolka 

Network  X X  

Power X X  

Security X X  

Multiple sensing 

modalities 

X X X 

Interesting from 

marine 

perspective 

X X  

 

4.1.2.2. Data aggregation software  

The collection of multiple heterogeneous data sources is fundamental to this work. It can be 

quite a challenging task since data aggregation software has to deal with data from a wide 

variety of sources, in a variety of formats and with varying spatial and temporal resolutions. 

Some sources such as satellite data are also more challenging to manipulate than others. Data 

aggregation V1 was completed at the end of 2008. However, identifying available data streams 

is an iterative process and requires long-term management. It requires continuous monitoring 

and re-evaluation as data streams may change, go offline, or be introduced throughout the 

lifetime of this research. This software was continuously evaluated. The data sources central to 

this work are outlined in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3: Data aggregation  

Data Streams River Lee Galway bay 

In-situ sensors SmartCoast, Deploy SmartBay, Tide Gauge Network, 

Irish Weather Buoy Network 

Visual/Satellite 

sensors 

Two cameras deployed at 

different locations on the 

Lee Maltings site 

HRDDS, MERIS, AATSR, MODIS 

publicly available web cam data, 

Ifremer, GlobColour, (currently 

batch aggregation). 

Context 

information 

Rainfall Radar Data Rainfall Radar Data 

Identified possible 

future data 

streams 

Further camera installations 

at further points along the 

river, including the 

Buoy camera, Marine Institute web-

cam.  
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installation of infra- red 

cameras and under-water 

cameras. 

 

 

4.1.2.3. Identification of one or more new locations for deployment 

Many in-situ, visual (i.e. camera and satellite) and contextual data streams have been identified 

and are currently being aggregated in near real-time or through batch aggregation (e.g. certain 

satellite streams) by our data aggregation software. Through monitoring and evaluation 

appropriate control and sampling rates of our visual feeds was established through our data 

aggregation software which can interface and control the cameras. The final row of Table 4.2 

identifies data streams which may be beneficial for future research projects. For example it 

could be potentially beneficial to incorporate infra-red cameras and underwater cameras in the 

camera network at the River Lee. Infra-red cameras can provide data during hours of darkness, 

and could also be used for other purposes e.g. for monitoring a tide staff to provide a very 

efficient method of monitoring the tide. Underwater cameras could be used to monitor a 

sensor which is subject to bio-fouling in order to indicate when maintenance is required etc. 

 

Figure 4.1: Located at Tyndall National Institute = network and power for the camera deployment 

The data sources central to this work were identified and our system had functionality to 

interface with these data sources. As opposed to our evaluation in December 2009, our 

evaluation in December 2010 was more specific in terms of zoning in on those data sources 

which are especially important to this research.  
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Figure 4.2: Deploy sensors deployed at Tyndall since April 2009 for measurement of temperature, 

turbidity, depth, conductivity, dissolved oxygen and pH. 

Another camera was added to the visual sensor network and the selection of satellite data 

streams was re-evaluated. We developed a satellite image analysis system which had the 

additional benefit of all owing us to evaluate certain satellite data products. (This system was 

subsequently transferred over to the Marine Institute (MI)). Following this, we investigated the 

use of other products to get data streams more specific to our needs. This also involved 

discussions with the MI and we investigated the use of some of the data streams that are being 

used to evaluate their models and subsequently incorporated a selection of these data sources 

into our system.  

4.1.2.4. Visual data analysis and filtering software development   

The cameras deployed at the Lee Maltings site were controlled remotely from software 

running on a desktop PC at DCU. Each minute this software moved the cameras to four 

different positions in order to save images from the camera at four different angles. These 

angles were as follows: pan-right-zoom, pan-left-zoom, pan-up-zoom and finally a full zoom-on 

on the water (Figures 4.3 a-d). Initially the application was interfacing with the camera at ten 

minute intervals. Following re-evaluation, it became apparent that a greater sampling frequency 

was required. Occasionally large changes in environmental conditions were evident from one 

sampled image to the next. Hence the sampling rate was changed to one-minute intervals in 

order to capture a greater amount of interesting events at the site.  

The images from the camera are stored to a desktop PC in DCU. Visual data analysis 

techniques have been developed to extract interesting events from these images. Background 

modelling techniques have been developed in order to be able to identify when an event is 
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occurring on the river that differs from regular river conditions (e.g. pollution floating on the 

river). Techniques were also developed specifically targeted at extracting an estimation of 

water level on the river.  

 

Figure 4.3 a:  

 

 

Figure 4.3 b:  
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Figure 4.3 c:  

 

 

Figure 4.3 d:  

Figure 4.3: Camera angles used pan-right-zoom (a), pan-left-zoom (b), pan-up-zoom (c) and finally a 

full zoom-on on the water (d) 
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A further camera was installed at the River Lee. This camera points up-stream and pans to a 

number of locations each minute. It greatly complements the data from the first camera 

deployed at the Lee and can be used as surrogate measurements for various water quality 

parameters. We investigated a number of image processing techniques for extracting 

information and events from these camera images. We incorporated more advanced and 

robust machine learning techniques such as Support Vectors Machines (SVMs) into our system 

for the detection of events in the image. We have identified a number of ways in which this 

information can be linked to information from the sensor data, and thus can be used for inter-

sensor calibration between modalities.  

4.1.2.5. Image analysis  

Our image analysis toolkit contains software for analysing further visual sensor data such as 

rainfall radar images and satellite images. The Irish meteorological service provides an image 

with a 5km resolution sampled every 15-min displaying rainfall radar data on their web site. 

These images are continually being retrieved and stored for further analysis. An application has 

been developed to carry out specific analysis of these images. This includes short-term 

predictions of rainfall across the country and the extraction of rainfall information for a specific 

catchment area. In conjunction with the GHRSST project, there exists a number of High 

Resolution Diagnostic Dataset Sites (HRDDS) for Sea Surface Temperature (SST) around the 

globe. Following discussions at the MERIS User Workshop 2008 at the European Space 

Agency, two of these sites have been established around Ireland’s coastline – one at Galway 

Bay and the other at Dublin Bay. 
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Figure 4.4 Screen shot of the HRDDS satellite data product. 

We have developed analysis techniques for this data source and for further satellite data 

streams such as (A)ATSR , MERIS, and MODIS for the extraction of SST and ocean colour 

data.  In 2010, we incorporated a satellite image analysis system into our image analysis toolkit. 

This system allows the analysis of the jpeg versions of the satellite images. It allows the user to 

clearly identify and analyse events that have taken place over a long period of time and the 

conditions surrounding those events, to browse by event as opposed to date, and to search 

for times when similar events have taken place over a whole dataset. This system is hugely 

beneficial to the monitoring of algal blooms and can greatly improve efficiency analysis, 

knowledge and the prediction of events in a region. It provides increased information and 

improved detection of marine events and the more efficient use of technology in the network. 

This system was transferred to the MI in 2011. We also specifically focused on extracting data 

from satellite data products that could be linked into data from the SmartBay environmental 

monitoring buoys. Using the Beam Java API we developed software to extract data from the 

latitude and longitude locations of the Mace Head and Mid-Bay buoys from Ifremer, 

GlobColour and HRDDS satellite data products (Fig. 4.4).  
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Figure 4.4 Screen shot of the HRDDS satellite data product. 

 

4.1.2.6. Content management toolkit  

Our content management toolkit manages the diverse range of information sources 

continuously accessed and retrieved by our data aggregation software. This involves 

management and control of our camera sensor network and organisation of the data 

downloaded to the system from the various information sources. We carried out a series of 

pilot studies investigating linkages between various modalities at the River Lee and Galway Bay. 

As previously outlined we have investigated ways in which the various sensing modalities can 

complement each other and enhance sensing when used alongside each other. We developed 

formal mathematical models in order to represent the relationship between information 

extracted from rainfall radar images provided by Met Eireann and water levels at the Lee 

Maltings site of the River Lee. This study has proved to be hugely indicative of the effect of 

different parts of the catchment on the water levels and produced results which could help in 

future flood management projects. It also allowed the prediction of freshwater levels with an 

accuracy of 0.94. Thus it can be used in order to control the sampling rate of the more 

sophisticated sensors in the catchment such as a phosphate sensor. This leads to huge 

increases in efficiency of the network and thus a reduction in costs.  
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Figure 4.4 Screen shot of the HRDDS satellite data product. 

Further developments also identified methods in which heterogeneous sensing streams and 

sensing modalities can be used to calibrate each other. Thus redundancy in the network can be 

provided by an alternative sensor stream as opposed to having to deploy multiple homogenous 

sensors for back-up in the network. Again this can greatly increase efficiency, cost and 

reliability in the network. 

We developed models using heterogeneous in-situ sensor values to predict the value of an 

alternative node in the network, in that if there was intermittent node failure but no 

redundancy in the network that the missing values could still be estimated. We also developed 

algorithms for relating the in-situ sensor depth data to the data from the visual sensor, in 

order to use the visual sensor as a back-up sensing modality in the network in times of node 

failure.  

Each of these additional data streams represent a significant addition to the network but are 

themselves also unreliable. Hence we developed a trust and reputation framework for 

optimising the use of the in-situ data models, the satellite data streams and the visual data 

streams to the network. This framework enables us to choose the most reliable output at a 

particular point in time or the most reliable model or data stream during a particular event. It 

allows us to determine the most reliable satellite data product for replicating the activities of 

the in-situ sensor nodes and hence this can be extrapolated to obtain reading from this data 

stream at other parts of the bay. It allows us to determine the most reliable visual data stream 

for replicating the activity of the in-situ depth sensor. Hence if there is a lack of cooperation 
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between these sensing modalities, there may be a problem with the in-situ sensor node which 

may indicate it requires maintenance. It also allows us to choose the most reliable visual 

sensor stream in times of node failure. Similarly, it allows us to choose the most reliable in-situ 

data model or fusion of data models for providing a form of redundancy or contextual 

information in the network.  

 

Figure 4.5 Actual v's (Most Trustworthy Predictions of Depth from complimentary trusted sources) 

Firstly, in recognising that requirements vary in the context of different applications, we 

analysed the output values of a variety of the models and sensor streams in relation to various 

threshold values of the in-situ sensors. Some of the in-situ data models demonstrated excellent 

performance even within a 95% threshold margin of the in-situ sensors at the Lee Maltings (Fig. 

4.5). However, there were variations in how the models performed across different months 

and the best performing model for each month varied. Overall each month, some of the 

models displayed a very promising performance that would be suitable for many application 

contexts. In our analysis on the satellite data products, some of the HRDDS data products 

providing SST values also demonstrated excellent performance with 95% of values within 

extremely low margins of the in-situ SST sensors at the Mid-Bay and Mace Head test sites. 

However other products produced a much poorer performance in terms of this analysis. 

These tended to be products that had a low daily data availability.  

When analysing the chlorophyll data products, the GlobColour products are not particularly 

suited to monitoring at this point. It was difficult here to come to any conclusive results 

regarding the performance of the Ifremer product. The GlobColour products appeared to 

converge more quickly to the higher percentage values, however they had extremely low data 
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availability compared to the Ifremer data product which had almost daily data availability. The 

unreliability of the in-situ chlorophyll sensors made it difficult to determine which of the 

analyses was the more accurate.  

 

4.1.3.  Summary 

 

This work package involved the selection of suitable sites for continuous monitoring data 

where visual sensing, through cheap and easily deployed webcam-type CCTV devices, were 

used to complement and enhance the usefulness of other sensors, in measuring and tracking 

features such as depth or chlorophyll of a defined coastal location. The outputs of this WP is a 

software tool which gathers visual and other sensed information, automatically filters poor 

quality sensed images and presents a summary tool for a domain expert to study features such 

as water depth. A network of sensors was evaluated to estimate the trust and reputation of 

the data gathered.  

A case study examining the performance of the network to examine the effectiveness of a 

multi-modal network in detecting depth events at the Lee Maltings site was carried out. In the 

first part of this case study we examined the ability of these alternative sensing modalities 

including the models developed in this WP to compensate for the failure of a node in the in-

situ network. In the second part of the case study, we equipped the network with a trust and 

reputation framework to select the most reliable model or sensor stream at a point in time so 

see if this improved performance. For the detection of the depth events, overall the highest 

precision and recall values that can be achieved by the models and the visual sensor streams is 

satisfactory in the context of a variety of application scenarios. For the models, there is a 

poorer performance in general for the low water level event. On the other hand, this event 

resulted in higher recall scores from the visual sensor streams at the expense of precision. In 

general, there was a clear difference between the highest and lowest performing models and 

this changed between months. Even though there was generally a set of models that performed 

best, this often changed from month to month along with the model producing the best score. 

These findings demonstrate the benefits of a real-time update tool on the performance of the 

models. This work was further developed and led to evaluation of surrogate monitoring using 

turbidity to develop decision support tools for bacterial contamination in Dublin Bay.  This is 

described in chapter 8.  
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5. BIORECOGNITION: CHAPTER 5 

5.1. PROJECT SUMMARY (WP 5 & 9) 

Agricultural and urban run-off causes increased pollution of lakes, rivers, streams and coastal 

areas causing eutrophication leading to Harmful Algal Blooms (HAB’s). It is known that 2% of 

algae produce harmful toxins. The challenge in the marine environment is the detection of 

highly variable marine toxins simultaneously at concentrations relevant in the environment.  

Analytical methods currently used to measure algal toxins include HPLC, HPLC-UVD, LC-MS.  

However, these methods are only uselful if standards of the analytes are available and this is 

limited by the ability to culture the species responsibe for toxin generation at high enough 

volumes.  

The immunosensor is an analytical device that incorporates an antibody as its biorecognition 

element and is capable of ‘in-situ’ measurement. Immunosensors are consider to be low cost, 

‘easy-to-use’, in that they do not require highly trained personnel and lend themselves to 

portability and automation and with high-sensitivity being reported. This work involves the use 

of antibody-based approaches thereby overcoming inherent limitations of antibodies in 

response to needs of marine environment.  The ‘3 S’s’: Specificity, Sensitivity and Stability are 

features of the antibody based approaches used here. Ultimately we envisage the incorporation 

of antibodies into sensors for determination of marine algal toxins. There is a requirement for 

sample handling prior to analysis in order to release the toxin for application to the biosensor.  

This project involves the development of genetically engineered, highly stable and specific 

biorecognition ligands for detection of contaminants. These components will be integrated 

with WP6 to investigate enhanced detection capability for biological analyte detection.  

Microcystin is the most ubiquitously occuring cyanobacterial toxin and is present in fresh and 

brackish waters in Ireland and globally. WP5 involves the development of genetically 

engineered, highly stable and specific biorecognition elements for detection of algal toxin 

contaminants. The work aimed to generate recombinant antibodies for detection of 

microcystin (MC)-LR the structure of which is illustrated in Figure 5.1, and identify antibody 

cross reactivity towards MC-congeners (MC-LF, LA, LW, YR and NOD). The objective was to 

produce a sensitive immunosensor for toxin detection, using the recombinant antibodies. 
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Figure 5.1: Structure of Microcystin-LR (MC-LR) 

5.1.1. Objectives 

The overall objective is to develop genetically engineered, highly stable and specific 

biorecognition ligands for detection of contaminants. This is broken down into several work 

tasks as shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Tasks toward the development of antibodies for marine toxins 

Biorecognition Project Sub Tasks – WP 5 

Sub task  Description 

T5.1 Selection of appropriate targets for antibody generation 

T5.2 Training in antibody production technologies 

T5.3 Training in animal handling, ethics approval and license acquisition  

T5.4 Immunisation programme for selected targets  

T5.5 Antibody characterisation and assay development using an available 

antibody  

T5.6 Generation of antibody libraries  

Marine algal toxin sensing Project Sub Tasks – WP 9 

Sub task  Description 

T9.1 Re-engineering of recombinant antibodies from WP5 with increased 

algal-toxin affinity. 

T9.2 Design and develop an inexpensive optical detection platform 
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(complete). 

T9.3 Incorporate the antibodies into sensitive, portable-optical detection 

platform 

T9.4 Assay and platform validation 

T9.5 Development of autonomous monitoring system in the FP 7 MariaBox 

project 

 

 

5.1.2. Research outcomes 

There were a number of significant outcomes arising from this work: 

1. Development of recombinant antibody sensors towards algal-toxins; 

2. Incorporation of antibodies into rapid, ‘easy-to-use’, portable toxin detection device; 

2. The use of recombinant antibodies as robust immunosensors for the marine environment; 

3. Establishment of improved stability in the marine environment – avian antibodies are 

inherently more stable and recombinant antibodies can be engineered with increased stability 

and sensitivity. For example the toxin conjugates on cartridges are stable for months. 

4. Immunosensors, low cost alternative to current analytical techniques, ‘ease-of-use’ and 

portability achievable. 

5. The success of WP 5 led to expansion of this research in phase II of the BMA.  

 

5.1.2.1.  Selection of appropriate targets for antibody generation.  

In the case of antibody generation/selection/genetic improvement, this took place throughout 

the project as the initial antibodies selected required genetic improvement in order to reach 

the performance characteristics required in terms of specificity, sensitivity and stability.  

5.1.2.2. Training in antibody production technologies & animal handling 

Full training was received in DCU in all aspects of antibody production. A two-day training 

course with LAST, Ireland took place in University College Dublin, along with in-house 

teaching. This was followed by a written exam, where a pass rate over 70% was achieved. 

Ethical approval was obtained from the DCU Ethics Review Committee and an animal license 

was obtained.  

5.1.2.3. Immunisation programme for selected targets  

Immunisations were carried out on a number of animals, including New Zealand White rabbits 

and Leghorn chickens with AZA and microcystin protein conjugates. An outline of the 
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immunization protocol for MC-LR is displayed in Figure 5.2. Immunisations were also carried 

out on mice with microcystin conjugates at Queen’s University Belfast.  

 

Figure 5.2 Immunisation of an avian host with MC-LR-BSA. Followed by the extraction of genetic 

material for the generation of an antibody library. Incorporation into pCombX3SS vector so as to 

display antibody clones on bacteriophage to be used in phage display and biopanning procedures to 

isolate high-affinity MC-LR binders.  

5.1.2.4. Antibody characterisation and assay development using an 

available antibody  

Antibodies isolated from the immune phage display library were characterised, based on their 

ability to bind microcystin as part of a conjugate protein and free in solution. The most 

sensitive antibodies were purified by immobilised metal affinity chromatography and size-

exclusion chromatography and incorporated into a competitive assay format.  

5.1.2.5. Generation of antibody libraries M6:M12/2008 for Target 1 

Recombinant antibodies to microcystin were isolated using phage display technology. These 

antibodies bind to free microcystin-LR toxin and have been shown to be cross-reactive with 

microcystin cogeners. The antibodies were purified and characterised by enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and Biacore surface plasmon resonance (SPR) technology.  High 

throughput screening was used to evaluate the selected clones. This was based on ELISA and 

Biacore analysis. High-sensitivity immunoassays were validated and showed excellent accuracy 

and precision.  
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The antibodies were incorporated into a fluorescence-based platform system (Figure 5.3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: A. Competitive assay format for detection of free microcystin in solution with anti- 

microcystin scFv fragment. B. Potential detection system for fluorescence-based platform system 

using Alexa® 647-labelled antibodies, which specifically bind chicken anti-microcystin recombinant 

antibodies.  

 

5.1.2.6. Engineering antibodies to improve 

specificity/sensitivity/stability/immobilisation.  

 

The development of a high affinity antibody towards microcystin-LR was achieved using 

mutagenesis approaches, including light chain-shuffling and error-prone PCR, to create a re-

engineered antibody with the performance characteristics appropriate for sensitive detection 

in various immunoassay formats.  
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The isolated recombinant antibodies (2H1 and 2G1) were genetically sequenced and three-

dimensional molecular modelling was carried out using the Swiss Expasy protein structure 

homology-modelling server. The structure of the 2H1 clone is shown in Figure 5.4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Three-dimensional structural model of 2H1 scFv modelled to the known crystallographic 

structure of the scFv for the IL-1β complex (2KH2, 2B chain). The light and heavy chain CDR’s 

identified, as well as linker sequence. CDRL1 = Green, CDRL2 = Orange, CDRL3 = Light Blue, Linker 

= Red, CDRH1 = Purple, CDRH2 = Pink and CDRH3 = Dark blue. 

1.1.2.7 Cross-reactivity studies of recombinant antibody to microcystin 

congeners and development of portable immunosensor 

They 2G1 antibody clone was shown to exhibit the greatest affinity to MC-LR by ELISA and 

surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and it was tested for cross-reactivity towards microcystin 

congeners (Table 5.1). A collaboration with MBio Diagnostics, Denver, Colorado, USA, was 

initiated to incorporate recombinant antibodies into a platform system (Figure 5.5).  A rapid 

and sensitive microarray assay for detection of recombinant antibodies to MC-LR using mBio’s 

SnapEsi detection system was developed that could detect MC-LR at the necessary guideline 

detection limit of 1 μg/L of fresh water (WHO, 1998). The fluorescence-based immunoassay 

system for microcystin detection was tested in real ‘microcystin-producing’ algal samples. 

Considerable optimisation was carried out to sensitively detect toxin in the sample matrix. 

Work was integrated into the bio-recognition system with WP6 (Microfluidics). The limit of 

detection for MC-LR on the MBio platform was determined and found to be 0.19 ng/mL MC-

LR in fresh water (Figure 5.6).  
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Table 5.1 Cross-reactivity profile of anti-MC-LR recombinant antibody to microcystin congeners 

Cross-reactivity profile of anti-MC-LR to microcystin congeners  

Congener  IC50 (ng/mL) % Cross-reactivity 
 

MC-LR 4.8 100 

MC-YR 8.1 79.7 

MC-LA 6.4 74.8 

NOD 9.3 69.3 

MC-LF 7.1 67.5 

MC-LW 10.1 63.7 

 

5.1.3. Summary 

In this work leading to a PhD thesis of Edwina Stack, polyclonal antibodies to microcystins 

were generated. A library of anti-microcystin recombinant antibodies and a strategy for 

antibody improvement was developed. ELISA and slide-based platforms developed for testing 

the performance against the developed antibodies. A Successful sensor-based assay for 

microcystin-LR detection was established and the cross-reactivity towards microcystin-LR 

congeners was determined. The WHO levels of detection have been surpassed (antibody can 

detect MC-LR at 0.19 ng/mL in freshwater, well below the WHO recommended limit of 1 

ng/mL).   

In addition to many publications and presentations, this work has led to the successful 

attraction of funding through the Oceans of Tomorrow call in FP 7 for the development of a 

multi-parameter biosensor including marine toxins.   
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6. MICROFLUIDIC SENSORS: CHAPTER 6 

6.1. BACKGROUND 

This project involved the design and development of a microfluidics manifold and autonomous 

instrument for handling and analyzing aquatic samples in the field. It also involved the drawing 

together of elements of technologies developed in WP1 to WP5. Additional technological 

developments have been investigated which anticipate alternative sensing platforms for marine 

monitoring.  

 

Figure 6.1:  Scheme showing the vision in BMA evolution of sensor technology from the current 

platform to low-cost sensors enabling high spatial frequency deployments in the future.  

The vision of this work was to deliver services based on scalable deployments of sensor 

networks (Figure 6.1) built from autonomous platforms capable of functioning reliably in 

hostile environments for years. We deploy sensors in fresh water and the marine environment 

using a key generic enabling capacity to develop autonomous sensing platforms.  We use a 

deploy and forget philosophy whereby we envisage long-term monitoring without the need for 

calibration and maintenance to prevent biofouling.  

The aim of the work in the BMA was to drive down unit costs using a combination of 

approaches including innovative platform design and engineering and leveraging developments 

in communications infrastructure. Figure 6.2 shows the individual component costs leading to 
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the overall sensor cost.  By improving microfluidic analyser design can lead to significant cost 

reduction of the overall sensor.  

 

Figure 6.2: Component module costs in € and impact on overall sensor cost. The graph illustrates 

the potential to drive down analyser costs by improving microfluidic component.  (REF) 

6.1.1. Objectives 

The work in BMA aimed to create pathways to integrate potentially revolutionary approaches 

e.g. outputs from fundamental materials science research and to develop exemplar prototype 

functional platforms for target parameters. The platform concept includes a rugged enclosure; 

fluid (liquid, gas) control system; pumping and valving; sample introduction, reagent addition, 

calibration, waste storage; electronics for data acquisition for sensors, control of instrument 

functions, data storage etc.; digital communications – cable/wireless; mobile phone technology 

(GSM), WiFi, Bluetooth/Zigbee and cloud-based tools for sharing and analysing data.  
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The goal of WP6 is to design and develop a microfluidics manifold and autonomous instrument 

for handling and analysing bio-sample in field (marine) environment. The tasks are listed in 

Table 6.1.  

Table 6.1 Tasks in the development of microfluidic sensors 

Microfluidic Sensors Project Sub Tasks  

Sub task  Description 

T6.1 Definition of component parts of bioanalytical 

microfluidic manifold    

T6.2 Integration and validation of supporting infrastructure 

T6.3 Integration of Sampling Port    

T6.4 Integration and validation of Detection System    

 

 

6.1.2. Research outcomes 

6.1.2.1. Design of generic analytical microfluidic manifold & instrument 

 

The microfluidic analyser (Fig. 6.3) developed for automomous phosphate management was 

used as the basic platform design for the BMA project. The basic design includes fluid delivery, 

sample/reagent mixing, waste storage, target detection and data transmission.  Micro pumps, 

and microfluidic manifold were used for fluid on an optical detector for data collection. The 

control electronics was based on microprocessor and data transmission by GSM.  
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Figure 6.3: Autonomous phosphate microfluidic sensor complete with fluid handling, detection, 

telemetry and automated sample handling.  

6.1.2.2. Integrated Supporting Infrastructure 

This project involved integration of infrastructure into a complete analyser. The new smaller 

microfluidic platform is shown in figure 6.5. This yellow box analyser has been miniaturised 

retaining the full function. Sample, calibrants, reagent delivery and mixing capability are 

achieved by using smaller lower cost pumps and microfluidic chips. Electronics based on a 

micro controller was programmed to carried out specific tasks in a sequence including sample 

collection and delivery, perform optical measurements, cleaning the channel and data 

transmission. 

 

Figure 6.4: Parent and second generation phosphate analyser   

The new model maintains the functions of the parent analyser but was built at a quarter of the 

cost. Test trials were carried out at a wastewater treatment plant to optimise its performance 

and help with re-design and optimization of the system. 
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Figure 6.5: Advances of microfluidic platform from the original “yellow box” system to a compact, 

fully autonomous analyser.  

6.1.2.3. Sampling Port with advanced antifouling capabilities.  

The Sampling port was designed to have a protection cover, a coarse filter and a fine filter for 

removing particles and living organisms. The filters used are based on PVDF membrane that 

has anti-adhesion characteristics.  

6.1.2.4. Detection System Integrated 

An optical detection system based on photodiode and UV LED was integrated into the 

microfluidics platform. The LED light source can be tailored for any specific wavelength for 

other optical sensing. Data collected by the optical sensor is stored locally and transmit 

through GSM network to the base station. The microfluidic platform (Fig. 6.6) can handle 

nutrient detection. The laboratory test and field trial of the microfluidic platform for nutrient 

analysis has been done. The instrument was shown to perform 2 analyses per hour for over 2 

months in field (freshwater) environment, with data transmitted to the base station once per 

day.  
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Figure 6.6: Example of the microchip design used in the autonomous phosphate sensor. 

 

A smaller version 2.0 phosphate analyser was been built. The system is smaller in size and 

much cheaper to build (10% of material cost compared to Version 1) but has all the essential 

functions for PO42- monitoring. Version 2 has been field tested in Broadmeadow estuary, 

Malahide. Performance observed was comparable to Version1.  

 

6.1.3. Summary 

Design and building of autonomous sensors for the marine environment poses a significant 

challenge. However, this work has demonstrated a promising step-change in terms of 

technology advances.  The latter is possible through collaboration between engineers and 

scientists, emerging 3-D printing capability, low-cost computing capability for sensors and 

advances in microfluidics. The progress made in the BMA enabled this work to continue in 

several FP7 projects including NAPES and CommonSense which have led to significant 

advances in the nutrient analyser technology by Dermot Diamond.   
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7. TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION: CHAPTER 7 

7.1. BACKGROUND 

 

The focus of this section is integration of the outputs of each of the WPs. The nature of 

marine and environmental sensor platform development is that it is necessary to draw on 

multidisciplinary outputs to generate useful platforms. The road map for this programme of 

research combines technologies arising from the individual PhD projects to improve and build 

effective sensing platforms. The outcomes from various WPs have been systematically assessed 

over the course of the four-year PhDs. A part of a senior researcher’s role is to integrate 

elements of these technologies into sensor platforms.  

The key elements of individual technologies that were integrated are:  

1. Antifouling technology to improve filtration on microfluidic systems;    

2. Integration of WP3 (data testing) with other sensor modalities;    

3. Integration of WP5 (bio-recognition) with a planar platform;    

4. Multichannel optical device and WP1, WP3 and WP5.  

 

7.2. INTEGRATION OF WP1 (ANTIFOULING) 

WITH A MICROFLUIDIC SYSTEM    

Antifouling membranes developed in WP1 were evaluated in a microfluidic platform. 

Antifouling properties of different membranes modified with nanoparticles were investigated 

and are shown below (Figure 7.1). Extended antifouling capability compared to unmodified 

membrane was observed. 
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Figure 7.1: Setup for evaluation of antifouling membrane (left) and the result of modifying different 

membrane characteristics to improve filtration (right)    

 

7.3. INTEGRATION OF WP3 (DATA TESTING) 

WITH OTHER SENSOR MODALITIES  

7.3.1. Linked sensor data 

The collection of continuous data provides a valuable resource. WP3 involved the 

development of methodologies to interpret data streams. One aspect of that work was the 

assessment of linked sensor modalities to predict events such as pollution or water level rise. 

From the studies, it was found that continuous chemical/physical data on conductivity, 

dissolved oxygen and temperature can give a prediction of depth to an accuracy of 0.99. In this 

work data from the Deploy project (Lee Maltings, Cork) and Galway Bay was used.  
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Figure 7.2: Image of camera view where features are selected for water depth evaluation.  

 

This work has developed from WP 3 to investigate the incorporation of rainfall radar 

image data and in-situ depth data into an artificial neural network (ANN) for 

predicting average freshwater levels. Figure 7.2 above shows camera image data which 

together with satellite and in-situ data can provide more reliable data for decision support.  

 

 
 

Figure 7.3: Satellite data collected for the study period.  
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The most suitable satellite data feeds required for complementing the SmartBay buoys at 

Galway Bay were study. Based on this analysis, the satellite data products chosen for 

incorporation into this network are products that produce an analysis based on the 

combination of many satellite data feeds: 

- GlobColour; 

- Ifremer; 

- HR-DDS (GHRSST project). 

 

The objective of this work was to provide context information to control the operation of a 

sophisticated, limited sampling period in-situ phosphate sensor described earlier, at the Lee 

Maltings site, hence making the use of such devices more efficient and scalable. For Lee 

Maltings and Galway Bay we tested the effect of unreliable sensors when aggregating 

heterogeneous sensor types. We integrated a trust and reputation framework – RFSN, a 

software integration tool into both, to handle this issue. 

 

7.3.2. Reputation-Based Framework for High Integrity Sensor Network (RFSN) 

RFSN employs a Bayesian formulation, specifically a beta reputation system, for the iterative 

steps of reputation representation, update, integration and trust evolution. The two key 

components of RFSN are Watchdog and Reputation.  This is designed to counter arbitrary 

misbehaviour of nodes in a WSN.  From our work at Lee Maltings and Galway Bay it was 

found that a combination of diverse heterogeneous information sources gives a more complete 

picture of what is happening. From in-situ sensors, such as the SmartBuoys, we can gain 

information at a greater temporal resolution for specific points, however the satellite data 

provides greater coverage of the area at a coarser resolution.  It was found that satellite data 

provides a useful tool for observing overall trends in the bay and correlates well with the in-

situ data.  

7.3.3. Multi-modal sensor architecture 

 

In relation to studies on the Lee Maltings in Cork, it was found that if the in-situ sensor goes 

offline, the HRDDS data provides a back-up sensing mechanism and reduces the possibility of 

missed marine events. Also, if the depth sensor goes offline, the visual sensor provides a back-

up sensing mechanism which reduces the possibility of missed river events.  
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Figure 7.4: Schematic showing the elements of a decision support architecture that incorporates all 

elements of data inputs, data algorithms and machine learning to provide the information to the 

user.  

 

It was found that if the in-situ sensors (satellite, or in-situ sensors) detect a change, it is 

possible to validate that change through information from an alternative sensing modality, 

subsequently constituted as representing a real event and not just the result of problems with 

the in-situ sensor. The schematic in Fig. 7.4 shows the elements of a decision support 

architecture that incorporates outputs from sensor WPs as well as visual sensing and data 

WPs.  This work enabled a greater understanding of phenomena along with increased 

information for better decision making.  
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7.4. INTEGRATION OF WP5 (BIORECOGNITION) 

WITH MICROFLUIDIC SYSTEM  

To investigate the feasibility of using a simple optical platform like the one used in the 

microfluidic system to detect biotoxin using the immunoassay technique, a special optical 

sensing set-up was developed (Fig. 7.5). A colorimetric approach was examined whereby the 

colour resulting from the assay was read directly from the simple optical platform. A successful 

detection (Fig. 7.6) implied that the assay technology could be made compatible with the 

microfluidic platform.  

 

Figure 7.5 Evanescent waveguide platform from MBio Diagnsostics Inc. Colorado, USA, outlines the 

essential components of the detection system. 
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Figure 7.6 Functional limit of detection was established using 20 blank and 20 spiked (0.19 ng/mL) 

replicates.  The dotted black line indicates the point at which 95% of the toxin spiked samples were 

distinguishable above the blank.    

The above findings were published in Biosensors and Bioelectronics in 2015. 6 This work is continued 

through an FP 7 Project MariaBox under the Oceans of Tomorrow call whereby the detection is 

focused on three marine toxins.  

 

7.5. MULTICHANNEL OPTICAL DEVICE AND WP1, 

WP3 AND WP5  

7.5.1. Introduction 

The multichannel optical device (MOD), which was further developed into the Optical 

Colorimetric System (OCS), also benefited from the outcomes of other WPs by either direct 

integration, e.g. incorporation of video camera (WP3) and antifouling surface modification 

(WP1), or used as a pre-scanning step for the toxin detection (WP 5). This section shows the 

development and test results of this OCS system in the BMA. The OCS is designed to be 

deployable in the marine environment for long periods of time.  The OCS can be moored in 

various ways including standalone (floating), buoy integrated or pier attached. The OCS is 

positively buoyant, with the ballast chain attached and connected as a single point mooring, it 

floats at the surface. In this configuration, the sensing elements are submerged to a depth of 

1m, with the electronic and communication housing above the surface. It is coated in copper 

                                                
6 Murphy, C., et al., Detection of the cyanobacterial toxin, microcystin-LR, using a novel recombinant antibody-based optical-

planar waveguide platform. Biosensors and Bioelectronics, 2015. 67: p. 708-14. 
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for improved antifouling performance.  The optical systems comprise a series of LEDs shown 

in figure 7.7 below. This work has been published recently7.  

 

7.5.2. Sensor Head Design and Optics   

 

The sensor head is the part of the sensor which houses the optics and the detection abilities of 

the sensor. As the sensor is designed to be deployed in marine environment, biofilms will most 

likely form on all components; to minimise this effect the sensor head is constructed of copper 

which has strong anti-fouling properties. This includes a copper shroud around the light source 

and detectors and electroplating any exposed stainless steel housing with copper. 

 
Fig 7.7:  Schematic of the sensor head showing the orientation of the LED array and photodiodes 

relative to each other and the configuration of the five LEDs (Green [G], Red [R], Amber [A], Blue 

[B] and IR [I]) within the array. 

 

The schematic in Fig. 7.7 shows the sensor head consisting of five LEDs of differing 

wavelengths: IR (λ = 850 nm), red (λ = 627 nm), amber (λ = 583 nm), green (λ = 515 nm) and 

blue (λ = 430 nm). Two silicon photodiode detectors (PDs), having a spectral response > 20% 

ranging from 410 nm to 1080 nm, are used to detect the light. These photodiodes are placed 

at 90° and 180° to the optical path of the light emitted from the LEDs.  

 

                                                
7 Sensors and Actuators B doi.org/10.1016/j.snb.2015.02.023. Volume 214,  2015, Pages 211–217 and K. 

Murphy, B. Heery, T. Sullivan, D. Zhang, N. O’Connor, D. Diamond, F. Regan, Low cost optical sensor 
for the monitoring of marine environments, Talanta, 2015 Jan;132:520-7. doi: 
10.1016/j.talanta.2014.09.045. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.snb.2015.02.023
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09254005/214/supp/C
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Fig. 7.8:  The visible spectral absorption bands for chlorophyll with the Full Width Half Maximum 
(FWHM) of the visible LEDs used in the sensor overlaid. 
 

This enables the transmission of light from multiple optical wavelengths through the water and 

the scattering of the light from the water to be measured simultaneously. The LEDs are 

encased within a piece of T-shaped copper tubing to prevent non-scattered light from entering 

the 90° PD. These specific LEDs have been chosen as they are readily available while giving 

good coverage across the visible spectrum, (shown in Fig. 7.8) with the chlorophyll absorption 

spectrum, as an example of an analyte of interest).  

 

7.5.3. Electronics    

The OCS system is controlled by a Texas Instruments CC2511F32 micro-controller 

programmed in a variant of C. Light levels are recorded by the PDs connected via trans-

impedance amplifiers to the 12-bit analog to digital convertor of the microcontroller. Individual 

measurements are produced by averaging several readings, to reduce electronic noise. The 

data is outputted via RS232 and captured by the logger detailed below. The system can be 

reprogrammed to use USB, GSM or low-power RF communications and to vary the optical 

sampling rate and sensitivity. The sensor can be powered from a rechargeable, on-board 6V 

lead acid battery or using a power cable to connect the mains via an adaptor. If the OCS is 

configured to measure and transmit, using GSM, every min it can operate using battery power 

for 85 h. 
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7.5.4. Data Logger   

To record the data obtained by the OCS a low-cost prototype data logger, based on an off-

the-shelf single board computer (SBC) called “Raspberry Pi® (R-Pi)” was built. R-Pi consists of 

a 700MHz ARM11 processor, Broadcom VideoCore IV GPU, 512M RAM, 2 x USB 2.0 ports, 

general purpose input output (GPIO) interface, RJ-45 LAN connector and an SD card slot for 

on-board storage. The power consumption of the R-Pi is 3.5W maximum depending on the 

peripherals attached. 

Fig. 7.9 shows the structure of the system. A data tunnel between the logger and OCS is 

established through a USB to Serial converter. The USB Wi-Fi access point (AP) allows the 

operator to download data onto a mobile device such as a smart phone or laptop wirelessly 

within a range of up to 45m, through HTTP protocol. The unit is also compatible with a 

GSM/3G dongle, which can send data back to a data centre in real-time. In addition the data is 

saved onto the SD card on-board the logger. The R-Pi is powered by a 5V external power 

source. The AP module (Edimax ew-7711uan) is powered directly from power supply to 

increase the system stability.   

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7.9: Block diagram of the structure of the logger and its communication with the sensor and 
users. 7 
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7.5.5. Field Deployments 

 

During the deployment periods of the sensor in the field it was found that the system 

performed successfully in terms of measuring, acquiring and logging the data. The data logger 

recorded all the data onto the SD card while allowing it to also be accessed via Wi-Fi. The 

performance of the sensor in an environmental setting provided further evidence of the ability 

of the OCS to measure colour and opacity changes in the water. The physical set-up of the 

light source and the detectors allows for various methods of determining turbidity and 

chlorophyll content including, spectral banding and the ratios of the absorbed and scattered 

light detected from the LEDs.  

In Fig. 7.10, the turbidity recorded by the YSI sonde (used for comparison in the deployment) 

is shown along with a scaled version of the signal response recorded by the 180° PD for the 

green LED on the OCS. The results shown illustrate how it may be possible to do the same 

for the assessment of chlorophyll presence in the water. In Fig. 7.10 the turbidity and a scaled 

set of chlorophyll concentrations measured by the YSI sonde are given, along with optical data 

from the OCS.  

 

 

 
Fig. 7.10: Turbidity (dotted blue line) and scaled chlorophyll (dashed red line) measured at Malahide by the YSI 
sonde over a 14.5 h period, along with optical data from the green LED (solid black line). The method for 
calculating the optical data is given above. 
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7.5.6. Scale up of sensor numbers 

 

Based on the results to date, it is believed, that this sensor could be employed, within a 

network of sensors, to identify event changes in the bulk water quality parameters, such as 

turbidity and chlorophyll-related turbidity. Five such sensors (Fig. 7.11) were built as part of 

this work. The low-cost nature of the OCS means that multiple sensors could be deployed 

across a large area, with a high spatial density. It is envisaged that a small number of auto-

samplers and/or more expensive, sophisticated sensors could be deployed in tandem with 

multiple low-cost OCS units to ground truth the data and verify the bulk water property 

changes. Alternatively the events detected by the low-cost sensor network could inform and 

drive the location and timing of manual grab sampling for laboratory analysis.  

 

 

 

Fig. 7.11: Illustrates the development of 5 OCS systems for multiple deployments and in-lab 
validation studies.   

 

7.5.7. Summary 

In addition to the outputs of each workpackage which led to PhD theses, and numerous 

publications, the integration of technologies from each WP has led to advancements in 

several areas relating to marine sensing e.g. biofouling control, low cost sensing and toxin 

monitoring. The knowledge gained from each individual area benefitted the development of 

specialist sensor platforms for marine application.   
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8. TRANSLATION OF BEAUFORT TECHNOLOGIES: 

CHAPTER 8 

8.1. RATIONALE 

This chapter outlines a number of case studies that demonstrate the research developed 

through the BMA to application in the marine environment.  

8.1.1. CASE STUDY 1 Nano-particle based biofouling membranes for 

application to sensors and optical windows    

In this work a range of materials developed as part of WP 1 were tested alongside the 

currently used antifouling paints. Copper is the most widely used antifouling solution for 

sensors and sensor housings.  This approach as with mechanical methods can also be 

overcome eventually by fouling organisms (Figure 8.1). Therefore, novel nano-particle based 

coatings have been developed to address the challenge of fouling on sensors.  

 

Figure 8.1: Biofouling associated with a commercially available multiparameter sonde recovered 

after several months of unattended operation in a tidal estuarine site (approximate location 53.344° 

N, 6.215° W), in which both mechanical wipers and a copper-based antifouling guard have been 

installed. While the copper guard has prevented macrofouling (left), it has not prevented the growth 

of macrofouling on the stainless steel (316L) mechanical wiper spindles close to the optical windows 

of the individual sensors (right), resulting in disruption of sensor measurements. 
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Table 8.1 bellow illustrates the materials deployed over the course of this study and their test 

location for this research. The mechanism of antifouling differs in many cases and this is 

highlighted also in the table.  

Table 8.1: Summary of deployed materials at each location in this study. 

Material/Coating Poolbeg 

Marina 

Lough Hyne 

Marine 

Reserve 

Antifouling 

Mechanism 

Material/Coating 

Thickness (µm) 

Control glass slide   None 1000 ± 60  

PDMSe-coated glass   Foul-release 48 ± 2  

Unpolished SS 316L   None ~ 1000  

Abraded SS 316L  _ None ~ 1000  

PDMSe + Cu 

particles 

  Cu+ variable 

Commercial 

Antifouling 

    

Waterways AF  _ Biocide 22.5 ± 0.85  

Copper plate   Cu+ 350  

Cruiser Uno AF   Biocide 20 ± 0.2  

Trilux   Biocide 30.6 ± 0.9  

Micron Extra   Biocide 17.2 ± 0.2  

Interspeed Ultra   Biocide, SPC 27.8 ± 3.7  

 

From the study it was found that a sol-gel doped with copper nanoparticles gave promising 

antifouling performance on sensors.  The results in Fig. 8.2 illustrate that the novel coating was 

found to extend the operation life of the sensor during the high fouling season therefore 

reducing the requirement for maintenance.  
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Figure 8.2: Measurement of the hydrophobicity of the coating on the sensor surface over a 21-d 
period.  The superhydrophobic coating (PDMSe + Cu particles) was found to extend the operation 
life of the sensor by > 21 d during the high fouling season therefore reducing the requirement for 
maintenance.  

 
As a development from the copper nanoparticle-doped material, a transparent sol-gel coating 

was developed as a self-cleaning surface for optical windows or lenses. Self-cleaning materials 

are a growing research field that requires the precise control of surface energy and topography 

as developed in this research programme. Hydrophobic surfaces are well established as the 

cornerstone of this field of research. An ideal self-cleaning optically clear material would 

potentially result in enhanced solar energy harvesting capabilities. However, current materials 

of this nature are not universally applied, mainly due to expensive fabrication processes and 

fragility of the final material.  To date self-cleaning materials are generally applied as thin 

coatings. However, primary limitations of this approach include poor durability and low 

transparency in the visible region. Difficulty in controlling surface roughness is a major 

contributor to this loss of transparency. Increasing consumer demand for advanced protective 

coatings has prompted greater scientific focus into achieving transparency over visible 

wavelengths.  
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Figure 8.3: Transparent self-cleaning coatings developed and applied to optical windows.  

  
 
This work was adapted further to develop self-cleaning coatings that can be applied to optical 

windows on sensors, camera lenses or solar panels. As shown in Figure 8.3 water droplets 

(coloured for ease of visibility) can roll off the surface taking with it dirt and grit. This solution 

is based on sol-gel chemistry with doped nanoparticles to enhance surface roughness to 

reduce adhesion of early fouling organisms. 
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8.1.2. CASE STUDY 2: Study of a continuous monitoring system 

In 2010 as part of the BMA phase II and aligned with the SmartBay project (www.smartbay.ie) 

we established a SmartBay Dublin platform. Here we deployed several off-the-shelf sensor 

sondes at two sites of interest to the project.  Reported here are results and observations 

from deployments at Poolbeg marina, Dublin (Figure 8.4). The aim was to investigate water 

quality monitoring in an estuary; to study communication challenges; define deployment 

strategies for easy monitoring; use of the data for collaboration with industry as well as using it 

as an educational tool; dissemination of deployment activity of Beaufort Award; (Website) and 

the integration of water quality data sets with visual sensing data and other available modes 

(rainfall etc.) (linked to WP 8).   

 

Figure 8.4: Deployment of visual sensor and in-situ sonde at Poolbeg marina for measurement of 
water quality parameters and development of visual sensing algorithms.  
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The results below give a snapshot of evidence of the value of real-time monitoring as well as 

the challenges in the marine environment. The project enabled the linking of visual sensing and 

in-situ aquatic sensor data. The work facilitated the development and implementation of a data 

analytics and management strategy. During this project over three-years of data were collected 

which included camera data, conductivity, salinity, turbidity, pH, chlorophyll and temperature 

data.  Not all sensors were recording for this period and sensors were replaced at different 

times depending on the study being carried out.  For example, Fig. 8.5 below illustrates the 

measurement of salinity during a period of very heavy rainfall.  This period correlates to a 

flood event. The observation of increased freshwater at the 1-2 m depth illustrated the impact 

of the event.  

 
Figure 8.5: Overlay graph showing the measurement of salinity at the water surface, at 2 m and 3-m 
depths corresponding to a heavy rainfall event.  

 

Turbidity was also shown to be a good surrogate for monitoring for bacteria in Dublin Bay.  In 

Fig. 8.6 below it can be seen that bacterial levels increase with increases in turbidity.  This data 

can identify suitable times to collect samples for bacterial analysis. Detailed studies were 

carried out on these water quality parameters to illustrate the benefit of real-time monitoring 

data in providing decision support.  The results of such studies have been published and are 

listed in chapter 9.  
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 Figure 8.6: Data for bacteria occurrence at 0.5, 2.5 and 4.5 m depths corresponding to turbidity 

spike in Dublin bay.  
 
The approach used here involves the collection of multiple data sources including, in-situ 

sensor, rainfall and tidal data and the analysis to identify trends in the dataset and highlight 

events that occur. Such events include salinity drops due to rainfall, turbidity increases due to 

vessel traffic in the estuary, dissolved oxygen increase, chlorophyll and temperature increase 

leading to observations of primary productivity events.  
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Figure 8.7 Schematic illustrating the identification of environmental conditions based on sensor 

data that contributed to the development of a algal bloom. The 4th turbidity spike occurs with 

an increase in temperature and dissolved oxygen and corresponding increase in turbidity.  

 
Such an event was identified, by monitoring these water quality parameters (Fig. 8.7). The 

effects due to tides was taken into account and a resultant algal bloom gave confirmation of 

the environmental conditions leading to this. The data demonstrates the value of in-situ real-

time data to provide decision support and alerts in relation to water level, bathing water 

quality and algal blooms.  
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8.1.3. CASE STUDY 3: TESTING OF BEAUFORT TECHNOLOGIES from 

WP3 and WP6 in SmartBay, Lough Hyne and Dublin Bay.  

 

1. SmartBay deployment of a novel optical sensor 

The optical sensor technologies developed in this project were tested at the Poolbeg Dublin 

site for all initial tests.  However, sensors were subsequently tested in the marine environment 

in Galway Bay for up to 6 months. The OCS was housed in a cage seen below in Fig. 8.8 

housing also a YSI multi-parameter sonde. Also deployed were circular cages housing 

antifouling materials on glass slides – shown at the upper part of Fig 8.8.  These were inserted 

into the buoy for deployment.  

 
Figure 8.8: Cage holding the OCS (above) and YSI multiparameter sonde (below) and circular cages 

for deploying antifouling materials.  

 

2. Real-time monitoring in Lough Hyne, Cork. 

 

Measurement and prediction of the effects of ocean acidification for nearshore marine 

ecosystems is currently a major objective of climate change research. This study examined the 

scales of pH variability in both surface waters (<10 m depth) and associated with localised 

seasonal hypoxia over two years at Lough Hyne marine reserve, Cork, Ireland (Figure 8.9). 

Lough Hyne, a semi-enclosed marine system, experiences localised seasonal (May to 

September) hypoxia and eventual anoxia below a depth of circa 25 m, due in large part to its 

bathymetric profile.  

Cages for antifouling  

material deployment 

 

 

OCS 

 

 

YSI Sonde 
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Figure 8.9: Deployment of sensors in Lough Hyne at North and South Basin sites (Left) and 

illustration showing depths where sensors were situated in the lake (right).   

 

 

The relationships between pH and other environmental parameters such as dissolved oxygen 

and temperature were studied at this location. We gathered data using continuous 

autonomous sensing technology, that demonstrates the variability of pH measurements in the 

waters of Lough Hyne marine reserve are comparable to predictions of future ocean 

acidification. This is of interest as few directly measured time series of pH in marine waters are 

reported, and additionally the first photometric pH measurements were reported from Lough 

Hyne over 6 decades ago in 1952. This work also measured for the first time the steep 

chemical gradients associated with the transition from anoxia to normoxia that result in 

profound pH changes at Lough Hyne, providing insight into natural variability in pH 

experienced by marine organisms at such locations (Figure 8.10). 
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Figure 8.10: Illustration of the chemical gradients associated with the transition from anoxia to 

normoxia that result in profound pH changes at Lough Hyne. 

 

3. Sensor deployment on a Dublin Bay Buoy 

SmartBay Dublin from 2010 was an extension of SmartBay Ireland, funded under the 

Programme for Research in Third-Level Institutions (PRTLI) Cycle 5.  SmartBay Dublin was an 

initial test bed for novel materials, sensors and data analytics from the BMA and aimed to 

create a complete network around the city of Dublin and its water bodies for water quality 

monitoring. Sensors deployed in strategic spots of the network were continuously taking 

readings of water quality. This live data, allowed us to detect events in the area within minutes. 

Data were displayed on graphs and the raw data was available for download after further 

analysis.  The goal of the SmartBay Dublin project was to provide comprehensive, real-time 

marine water quality monitoring data on estuaries (Liffey and Malahide), to increase our 

understanding of water quality and sensor management in the BMA project. 

Goals to: 

1. Collect and analyse real-time marine water quality data. 

2. Develop systems to manage and deliver real-time marine water quality data. 

3. Effectively communicate information to stakeholders and members of the public. 

4. Develop a long-term plan to sustain the program through partnership. 

In collaboration with the Commissioners of Irish Lights we deployed a sensor sonde on the 

Dublin Bay buoy (Figure 8. 11) as part of the BMA.  
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Figure 8.11: Dublin Bay buoy fitted with sensor mount for ease of access for maintenance. The image 

on the right illustrates a sonde after 6-months deployment.  
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9. PROJECT OUTPUTS AND IMPACTS: CHAPTER 9 

9.1 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE RESEARCH  

The BMA set out with six main technical and scientific objectives. The initial 4 years of the 

project involved PhD-based research into biofouling in the marine environment, novel 

separations for metals in seawater, video sensing technologies for monitoring, improved 

transduction methods for autonomous sensor platforms, novel antibody-based recognition 

receptors for marine toxins and postdoctoral research into new generation autonomous 

platforms using microfluidics.  A number of successes were realised in line with these original 

objectives.  

 

9.1.1. Project successes   

Table 9.1 summarises the technical progress in line with the original strategic objectives of the 

research programme. The BMA project led to improvements across many of these areas 

including: 

(i) The generation of sensitive antibodies for microcystin and adaptation to sensor 

probes.  This work further led to a successful application in FP 7 where DCU 

partner in the MariaBox project under the Oceans of Tomorrow call. These 

antibody-based sensor systems will provide the next generation of sensitive and 

selective biosensors for marine toxins and also other pollutants from knowledge 

gained in this project.  

(ii) The objective relating to marine biofouling has led to a number of theoretical and 

applied publications relating to marine-inspired coatings for sensors.  Examples of 

nanometal coatings for improved sensor performance due to reduced fouling has 

been demonstrated.  

(iii) In relation to video sensing, novel image processing techniques have been studied 

in Phase I of the BMA project and developed further to applications in Phase II. 

These applications include monitoring of vessel traffic, fog monitoring and 

integrating this data into multi-modal data algorithms for decision support tools.  

(iv) Learnings from developments in autonomous sensing have led to an autonomous 

sensor for gas monitoring and a resultant spin-out company.  This also led to 

collaborations in the FP7 Oceans of Tomorrow project CommonSense where 

sensors for metals have been developed.  
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(v) The significant capacity built during this programme of research led to a strong 

integrated approach to sensor development that has led to further successes in 

the marine sensing space.  

 

 
Table 9.1 Technical progress in line with strategic objectives and capability internationally 

Technology in 
Beaufort 

Technical Progress in line with Strategic 
Objectives 

Capability 
Internationally 

Biofouling Our approach was to study bio-inspired 
approaches to antifouling.  Our publications 
have demonstrated a clear link between 
surface topography and antifouling potential.  

Ifremer, Brest have 
developed an 
electrochemical cell 
based on TiO2 for in-
situ production of Cl- 
at the sensor surface. 

Micro-separation 
Science 

Novel monolithic stationary phases 
demonstrated separation of metal ions under 
saline conditions. 

Brett Paull (Univ. 
Tasmania, Hobart) is 
a leader in this area 
internationally.  

Video Sensing Two main outputs from this work: 
Multimodal data algorithm for event 
monitoring including video images;  
Image processing for event monitoring e.g. 
vessel movement at coast, fog monitoring 
etc. The novelty here is the data analytics 
needed for interpretation.  

Australian Institute of 
Marine Science and 
others have long 
established ocean 
observing systems.   

Bio-recognition Prof. O’Kennedy is a world leader in 
antibody-based sensing. Selective antibodies 
were generated for marine toxins and 
applied to laminar flow sensors. 

Christopher T.Elliott, 
Queens University, 
Belfast: Ultrasensitive 
fluorescence planar 
waveguide biosensor 
for the detection of 
paralytic shellfish 
toxins in marine algae. 

 

Microfluidics Generic autonomous sensor developed 
incorporating, LED optics, electronics, 
telemetry, communications. This can be and 
is translated to many other technologies in 
DCU e.g. phosphate, nitrate and pH sensors 
have been build based on these 
developments.  

Matthew Mowlem, 
National 
Oceanography 
Centre, Southampton. 
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Table 9.2 summarises the technologies developed in the BMA and the potential products from 

the research. Each workpackage in Phase I led to the development of technologies that have 

application in the marine or other areas.  Some initial steps to exploitation were explored 

during the project.  

 
Table 9.2 Deliverable products arising from the BMA 

Output Number Technology in 

Beaufort 

Technology Product/exploitation 

1 Biofouling Optically clear 

coating 

Led to Innovation 

Partnership Project with 

Vision System company 

(Valeo Vision Systems)  

2 Biofouling Superhydrophobic 

coating 

Sensor housing coating to 

reduce biofilm attachment 

3 Biofouling Bio-inspired coating SmartBay Project with 

Technology from Ideas 

4 Optical Sensor Low cost optical 

colourimetric sensor 

Sensor for surrogate 

monitoring of turbidity or 

water colour application for 

Enterprise Ireland 

commercialisation grant 

following some market 

analysis.  

5 Video Sensing Data products for 

image recognition 

Decision Support Tool for 

Monitoring has led to 

SmartBay camera image 

analysis system for fish 

identification. 

6 Biorecognition Antibodies for 

microcystin 

Reliable antibodies for use in 

further projects e.g. FP 7 

MariaBox. 

7 Microfluidics Microchip for 

nutrient sensing 

Commercial opportunities 

with SME developed for 

phosphate measurement. 

8 Microfluidics Generic platform for 

autonomous sensors 

Gas sensor system developed 

which led to spin-out 

company. 
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9.2 DISSEMINATION 

9.2.1Website 

In 2010 the Marine and Environmental Sensing Technology Hub was established. The new 

MESTECH website (www.mestech.ie) was developed in 2010. In addition, MESTECH has been 

actively engaging with Twitter to promote marine research. Since the creation of the Twitter 

account, MESTECH has been very successful in attracting a significant number of followers. All 

of this references Beaufort Marine Awards as the key enabling element for this development. 

 

9.2.2 Seminar series  

An annual seminar series was held “March on Technology”, which involved three seminars 

during the month of March each year.   The aim of this series was to invite academic, agency 

and industry researchers to speak to the DCU community. The first seminar, which was 

delivered by Prof. Ioannis Kostantinou from the University of Western Greece, focused on the 

Determination of emerging and priority pollutants, primarily organic pollutants, using 

passive sampling. The second seminar, which presented by Dr. Barbara Fogarty, coordinator 

of the National Marine Technology Programme, was entitled “SmartOcean Ireland: Can you 

be part of building our national research and enterprise community in ICT for the Sea?” 

and another by Charlotte O’Kelly of Techworks Marine. The March trio of seminars was the 

springboard for the MESTECH seminar series that will runs throughout the year.  Other topics 

included shark photography and fish aggregation devices, microplastics in the sea and an 

historical look at Dublin Bay. MESTECH also hosted a collaboration symposium with the 

University of Notre Dame where  PIs there spoke on topics such as invasive species, 

diagnostic platform development for environmental monitoring and nanotechnology for 

applications in devices. Details of all past events are on the MESTECH website 

(www.mestech.ie).  

 

9.2.3 Collaborations 

There has been a concerted effort by all MESTECH members to promote the Beaufort Marine 

Awards research. These networking and promotional activities have subsequently led to a 

large number of industrial and academic collaborations, both nationally and internationally. 

Collaborations with other marine research institutions and with industries operating within 

marine sector across EU, US and Asia have been formed. These national/ international 

collaborations facilitate technical and knowledge exchanges that are important in promoting 
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the research capability of Ireland, and potentially facilitating Irish companies to access new 

technologies, thus contributing towards building the future economy. These collaborations are 

also the basis for forming international consortia for future non-exchequer funding 

applications.  National collaborations include multiple academic partners, and several Irish 

industrial and agency partners. These collaborations are manifold and include FP7 project 

proposals, the International SmartOcean Graduate Enterprise Initiative (ISGEI), SmartBay 

collaborations and a newly formed MESTECH Industry Advisory Board (IAB). MESTECH has 

forged links with several international industrial and academic partners. For example, the 

MESTECH three-day event (November 2011) was instrumental in building strong international 

academic and industrial alliances.  
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51. 2012 - Separation of selected transition metals by capillary chelation ion chromatography 

using acetyl-iminodiacetic acid modified capillary polymer monoliths. Áine Moyna, Damian 

Connolly, Ekaterina Nesterenko, Pavel N Nesterenko, Brett Paull,  Journal of 
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52. 2013 –Smart Multi-Modal Marine Monitoring via Visual Analysis and Data Fusion. 

Proceedings of the 2nd ACM international workshop on Multimedia analysis for ecological 

data, 2013. Dian Zhang, Edel O'Connor, Timothy Sullivan, Kevin McGuinness, Fiona Regan, 
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53. 2013 –High resolution monitoring of episodic stratification events in an enclosed marine 

system. Estuarine Coastal and Shelf Science, 2013, 123, 25-33. Sullivan, T., Brozeit, S., O’ 

Sullivan, K. P. A., McAllen, R., Davenport, J., and Regan, F., 
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Nor, L., Brown, R., Kitteringham, E., Russell, S., Sullivan, T and Regan, F., 

55. 2013 –Edel O’Connor, Alan Smeaton, Noel O’Connor, Fiona Regan, Investigation into the 

use of satellite remote sensing data products as part of a multi-modal marine 

environmental monitoring network, Proc SPIE Remote Sensing 2012 (in press) 

56. 2013 –Edel O’Connor, Dian Zhang, Alan Smeaton, Noel O’Connor, Fiona Regan, Multi 

Modal sensor networks for more effective sensing in Irish coastal and freshwater 

environments, IEEE Oceans 12 (in press) 

57. 2013 –Edel O’Connor, Alan Smeaton, Noel O’Connor, Fiona Regan, Development and 

evaluation of multi-modal sensor models for optimization of a river water quality 

monitoring network, Environmental Modelling and Software (accepted) 

58. 2013 –Timothy Sullivan, Stefanie Broszeit, Keith P.A. O’Sullivan, Rob McAllen, John 

Davenport ,Fiona Regan, High resolution monitoring of episodic stratification events in an 

enclosed marine system, Estuarine, Coastal and Shelf Science, Estuarine, Coastal and Shelf 

Science xxx (2013) 1e8 

59. 2013 –James Chapman, Claire Hellio, Tim Sullivan and Fiona Regan, Bioinspired synthetic 

macroalgae: examples from nature for antifouling applications, International 
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60. 2013 –Sullivan, T.; Briciu-Burghina, C.1; Zhang, D.; Murphy, K.; O’Connor, N. E. and 

Regan,F, Making Sense Of It All: Autonomous Real-Time Sensing In Estuarine And Coastal 
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2013 

61. 2013 –Fiona Regan, Timothy Sullivan, Ciprian Briciu, Helen Cooney, Kevin Murphy, Dian 

Zhang, Edel O’Connor, N oel O ’C onnor, A lan Sm eaton , A  Sm art C ity -Smart Bay Project 
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Sensor Comm 2013. 
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01/2013; 

63. 2013 –Sullivan, T., Zhang, D., O’Connor, E., Armstrong, A., Briciu-Burghina, C, Heery, B., 

Gualano, L., O’Connor, N. E., and Regan,F, Improving Data Driven Decision Making 
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Technology, 2013. 

65. 2014 –Bioinspired synthetic macroalgae: examples from nature for antifouling applications. 
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13. Chapman J., Hellio, C., Sullivan, T., Brown, R., Russel, S., Kiterringham, E., Le Nor, L., 

and Regan, F. 
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B., Gualano, L., Smeaton, A., O’Connor, N. E., and Regan, F. 
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Kevin Murphy, Brendan Heery, Dian Zhang, Lizandra Paludetti, Tim Sullivan, Kim Lau, 

Ernane Costa, Noel O'Connor, Dermot Diamond and Fiona Regan.  
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monitoring. Analytical Methods on Emerging analytical methods for global energy and 

climate issues. Sullivan, T., Byrne, C., Harman, L., McAllen, R., Davenport, J., and Regan, F.,  
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Biomimetics and Bioinspiration.  

72. 2015 - Sullivan, T., McGuinness, K., O’ Connor, N. E. and Regan, F. Rapid Prototyped 
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Duffy, D Brabazon, N O’Connor, Talanta 148, 75-83 
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9.5 OTHER NON-PEER REVIEWED PUBLICATIONS 

1. Y. Shakalisava and D. Diamond, Tolka pollution causes concern, Northside People, 2 

September 2009.  

2. BMA research featured on an episode of Science Squad on RTE.  

9.6 PRESENTATIONS/POSTERS  

1.    O'Connor E, Smeaton A.F, O'Connor N and Diamond D, Poster Presentation, Visual 

Sensing of Environmental Conditions, Summer School in Multimedia Semantics (SSMS), 

2008, Chania, Greece.    

2.    Timothy Sullivan, Poster Presentation, The Role of surface texture and microtopographic 

patterning on biofilm development on natural marine surfaces, 5th Annual Biofilms 

Conference, American Society for Microbiology, Cancun, Mexico 14th- 20th Nov, 2009. 

3.    Timothy Sullivan, Poster Presentation, Investigation of Microbial Growth on Surfaces: 

Combating Bio-Fouling Of Sensors and Environmental Platforms, Environ 2009, Dundalk 

Institute of Technology.    

4.    Aine Moyna, Poster Presentation, Development of a capillary ion chromatography system 

for the separation of small ions, International Ion Chromatography Symposium, Portland, 

OR, USA. (Oct 2008)    

5.    Aine Moyna, Poster Presentation, Development of a capillary ion chromatography system 

for the separation of small ions, UNCSR 10 Year Anniversary Symposium (Oct 09).    

6.    Aine Moyna, Oral Presentation, Career path since leaving Letterkenny Institute of 
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Technology, Letterkenny Institute of Technology (Nov 09).    

7.    Aine Moyna, Poster Presentation, Development of a capillary ion chromatography system 

for the separation of small ions, International Ion Chromatography Symposium, Malahide 

(Oct 09).    

8.    Edel O'Connor, Jer Hayes, Alan F. Smeaton, Noel E. O'Connor and Dermot Diamond, 

The Application of Multi-Modal Sensor Networks to the Monitoring of Coastal and Inland 

Marine Environments, "In: 3rd Annual Irish Earth Observation Symposium: 12th - 13th 

November 2009, Geological Survey of Ireland, Dublin.    

9.    Aine Moyna, Poster Presentation, Development of a capillary ion chromatography system 

for the separation of small ions, Euroanalysis, Austria (Sept 09).    

10. Aine Moyna, Poster Presentation, Development of a capillary ion chromatography system 

for the separation of inorganic anions on a methacrylate based polymer monolith grafted 

with [2(methacryloyloxy)ethyl] trimethylammonium chloride, Analytical Research Forum, 

Kent, UK (July 09).  

11. Yuliya Shakalisava, Oral Presentation, Survey of Microbiological Contamination of Coastal 

and Fresh Water Systems in the Dublin Area, UNCSR 1st Annual Symposium, Dublin, 

Ireland (First prize) .  

12. Yuliya Shakalisava, Oral presentation, Early warning of microbiological contamination of 

water, Biodetection Technologies 2009 - Baltimore, USA, 25-26 June, 2009.  

13. Edwina Stack, Oral Presentation, “Development of recombinant antibody fragments for 

detection of marine biotoxins”, The First Biosafety for Environmental Contaminants using 

Novel Sensors (BEACONS) Research Consortium Meeting, Dublin City University, 21st - 

22nd September, 2009  

14. Edwina Stack, Oral Presentation, “New Technologies for the Detection of Biotoxins in 

Foods”, 4th Safefood Biotoxin Research Network Meeting and Workshop, November 

2008.  

15. Edwina Stack, Poster Presentation, Development of recombinant antibody fragments for 

detection of marine biotoxins, First Annual Beaufort Sensors & Communications project 

workshop, NCSR, DCU, 2010.  

16. Edwina Stack, Poster Presentation, Development of recombinant antibody fragments for 

detection of microcystins, 3rd Annual Biotechnology Research Day, January 2011.  

17. Edwina Stack., Poster Presentation, 8th Irish Shellfish Safety Scientific Workshop in the 

Marine Institute, Galway, December 2007.  
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18. Edwina Stack, Oral Presentation, US-Ireland Beacons Partnership presentations.  

19. Timothy Sullivan, Oral Presentation, to Daniel H. Stuermer who represents both the 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and EOMOffshore, LLC. October 5th, NCSR, 

DCU.  

20. 20.Timothy Sullivan, Poster Presentation, OCEANS '11 IEEE Santander "Oceans of Energy 

for a Sustainable Future", June 6-9, 2011  

21. Timothy Sullivan, Oral Presentation, June 23-24, 2010, Third International Wave Energy 

Summit, London, England  

22. Timothy Sullivan, Participation, Seacoat ITN partner meeting. 23.Tim othy Sullivan, Oral 

Presentation, 4th International Biofilms Conference  

23. Biofilms 4, 1-3 September, 2010. Winchester, UK  

24. Timothy Sullivan, Oral Presentation, Presentation to Hywel Morgan and Matt Mowlem, 

National Oceanography Centre, Southampton, Jan 26, 2011 .  

25. Timothy Sullivan, Poster presentation, The 21st Irish Environmental Researchers’ 

Colloquium, Environ 2011, University College Cork (UCC) from April 6th- 8th, 2011  

26. Aine Moyna, Poster Presentation, Beaufort Marine Sensing Research Awards Workshop, 

DCU, Dublin, (Feb 2010).  

27. Stack E., Steward, L., Elliott, C., O’Kennedy R., Poster Presentation, Development of 

recombinant antibody fragments for detection of marine biotoxins, First Annual Beaufort 

Sensors& Communications project workshop, Feb 2010. (Best poster award)  

28. Aine Moyna, Poster Presentation, Conference on Analytical Sciences Ireland 2011 - 6th 

CASi, 21 - 22 February 2011  

29. Edel O'Connor, Poster presentation to Peter Heffernan, CEO Marine Institute at NCSR 

Innovates on 11 Nov 2010.  

30. Edel O'Connor, Oral Presentation, CLARITY Annual Day, thesis in three  

31. Edel O'Connor, Oral Presentation to Daniel H. Stuermer who represents both the 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and EOMOffshore, LLC. October 5th, NCSR, 

DCU.  

32. Edel O'Connor, Demo at Oceanographic Technology workshop at MI March 2010.  

33. Edel O'Connor, Demo at Oceanographic Technology workshop at MI July 2011.  

34. Edel O'Connor, Environ 2010 Poster and Oral Presentation, The 21st Irish Environmental 

Researchers’ Colloquium, Environ 2011, University College Cork (UCC) , April 6th- 8th, 

2011.  

35. Edel O'Connor, Oral Presentation, Digital worlds seminar (November 2010) 4th 

November 2010, London.  

36. Kim Lau, Invited talk, Sustainable Ocean Summit Belfast, 15-17 June 2010. 37.Kim Lau, 
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Invited talk, Microfluidics and sensor technology for oceanographic and environmental 

science applications, Southampton University, 10 sept 2010.  

37. Kim Lau, Oral Presentation to Daniel H. Stuermer who represents both the Woods Hole 

Oceanographic Institution and EOMOffshore, LLC. October 5th, NCSR, DCU.  

38. Kim Lau, Oral Presentation in Body Sensor Network, BSN 2010, Singapore, June 7-9, 

2010. (Best paper award)  

39. Kim Lau, Oral Presentation in ‘7th International Conference on Wearable Micro and 

Nano Technologies for Personalized Health, Berlin, Germany, May 26 – 28, 2010.  

40. Aine Moyna, Oral Presentation, Development of a Capillary Chelation Ion 

Chromatography System for Application to Transition Metal Analysis, Analytical Research 

Forum, Loughborough, UK. (July 2010).  

41. Aine Moyna, Poster Presentation, UNSCR Symposium, DCU, Dublin (Sept 10) 43.Aine 

Moyna, Poster Presentation, 22nd International Ion Chromatography  

42. Symposium, 9-22 Sept 2010, Cincinnati, OH, USA. 44.A ine M oyna, Poster Presentation, 

28th International Symposium on  

43. Chromatography, Burjassot, Valencia. 12-16 Sept, Valencia, Spain.   

44. Aine Moyna, Poster Presentation, HPLC 2010, June 19-24, 2010, Boston, USA.  

45. Edwina Stack, Poster Presentation, Development of recombinant antibody fragments for 

microcystin detection, International Asset Conference on Food Integrity and Traceability, 

21st-24th March, 2011, Queen’s University. (Best poster award)  

46. Timothy Sullivan, Rob McAllen, John Davenport and Fiona Regan, Continuous aquatic 

monitoring of Ireland’s only marine reserve: current status and future needs, Monitoring 

the Aquatic Environment using Sensor Technologies, RSC-AAMG conference, 19th 

October 2011, RSC London.  

47. Timothy Sullivan and Fiona Regan, Novel materials for Mitigation of Diatom Biofouling on 

Marine Sensors, Fourth international workshop on marine technology, MARTECH 2011, 

Cadiz, Spain.  

48. T Sullivan and F Regan, Benthic diatoms of Lough Hyne, Lough Hyne Marine Reserve @ 

30, 03-04 June 2011, University College Cork – Invited presentation.  

49. T. Sullivan and F. Regan, Applying biomimetic design to the development of sustainable 

antifouling for environmental monitoring technology, ENVIRON 2011 Colloquium, April 

6th- Friday April 8th, 2011.  

50. T. Sullivan and F. Regan, The role of diatoms in biofouling and antifouling, The 2010 British 

& Irish Diatom Meeting, Glencree Reconciliation Centre, Co. Wicklow, 22-24th October 

2010.  

51. T. Sullivan, Characterisation of diatom biofilm growth, succession, and development on 
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natural marine surfaces using multidisciplinary imaging and analysis approaches, Biofilms 4 

International Conference, 1-3rd September 2010. Winchester, UK  

52. L. Fitzsimons, B. Corcoran, P. Young and G. Foley, Desalination exergy models, Intel ERIC 

Conference, Leixlip, Ireland, 12-14 October 2011.  

53. L. Fitzsimons, Oral Presentation, K. T. Lau, J. H.Kim, T. O’Sullivan, E. Stack, E. O’Connor, 

A.Moyna, F. Regan, D.Diamond, A. Smeaton, N.O’Connor, B. Paull and R. O’Kennedy, 

Sensing technologies for monitoring the marine environment, MARTECH Conference, 

Cadiz, Spain, 22-23 September 2011 (Best presentation award)  

54. L. Fitzsimons, B. Heery, J. Chapman, K. T. Lau, F. Regan, J-H. Kim, D. Diamond and T. 

Sullivan, Development of a realtime, continuous, optical turbidity and colorimetric sensing 

device for the marine environment, EUROPETRODE XI 2012, 1-4 April, Barcelona, Spain.  

55. Áine Moyna, Damian Connolly, Katya Nesterenko and Brett Paull, Poster presentation, 

Capillary chelation ion chromatography: Transition and heavy metal analysis using IDA 

modified polymer monoliths, (Nominated in the top 26 posters out of ~ 800 posters in 

the poster competition at HPLC 2011 held in Budapest).  

56. James Chapman, Tim Sullivan, Ciprian Briciu, Lorna Fitzsimons, Brendan Heery, Fiona 

Regan, Continuous Monitoring Of Marine Environments: “The Demise of the Grab 

Sample”, World Congress on Water, Climate and Energy 2012 (May 2012).  

57. J. Chapman and F. Regan, Superhydrophobic Surfaces for Biofilm Prevention, International 

Conference on Bioinspiration and Bioengineering, March 2012.  

58. J. Chapman, T. Sullivan, C. Briciu and F. Regan, Biofouling Challenges on Sensors in the 

Aquatic Environment, EUROPETRODE XI 2012, 1-4 April, Barcelona, Spain.  

59. J. Chapman and F. Regan, Challenges of the Marine Environment, Aquatic Environment 

and Sensors, 19th October 2011, London, U.K.  

60. Sullivan, T. and Regan, F., “Integration of multimodal data sources in designing decision 

support tools for marine resource management", ICES Annual Science Conference, 

Reykjavík, Iceland, 23–27 September 2013. 

61. Sullivan, T., and Regan F., “A Smart City- Smart Bay Project: establishing an integrated 

water monitoring system for decision support in Dublin Bay” SENSORCOMM 2013 (The 

Sixth International Conference on Sensor Technologies and Applications), August 25 - 31, 

2013 - Barcelona, Spain. I was also one of four invited panellists for open discussions on 

the topic of  “advances in Sensor-based Applications and Systems: Next Challenges” at 

SENSORCOMM 2013. Winner of the best paper award 2013, invited to submit an 

extended version to the International Journal On Advances in Intelligent Systems, v 7 n 

1&2 2014. 
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62. Sullivan T., and Regan F., “Improving Data Driven Decision Making Through Integration Of 

Environmental Sensing Technologies”, OCEANS 13 Bergen, Norway, 10-13 June 2013, 

jointly sponsored by the Marine Technology Society (MTS) and the Oceanic Engineering 

Society of the institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE/OES). 

63.  Sullivan T., and Regan F., “Does modification of surface topography represent a viable 

method of biofouling control in marine environments?” 5th International Workshop On 

Marine Technology Girona, Spain, October 9th- 11th, 2013.  

64. Sullivan T., and Regan F., “Challenges and opportunities associated with monitoring marine 

anoxic zones with autonomous sensors – an Irish perspective” Fifth International 

Workshop On Marine Technology Girona, Spain, October 9th- 11th, 2013. 

65. Sullivan, T., Brozeit, S., O’ Sullivan, K. P. A., McAllen, R., Davenport, J., and Regan, F., 

Investigative monitoring study using continuous sensing of Ireland’s unique marine reserve. 

2012 Sino-European Symposium on Environment and Health (SESEH 2012), Galway, 

Ireland, August 20 - 25, 2012. 

66. Sullivan T., and Regan F., “Save the waders: autonomous environmental monitoring 

systems as tools to detect change in aquatic ecosystems”. DkIT Lake Research Forum: 

Getting under the surface: using sensors to gain insights into lake science, Feb. 15th 2013. 

67. Sullivan T., and Regan F., Continuous monitoring to detect short‐term variability and 

long‐term change in Irish marine waters: local and global benefits. ICES Oceans of 

Change, 23rd–27th April 2012, Calvià, Majorca, Spain. 

68. Sullivan T., and Regan F., Monitoring Ireland’s only marine reserve: a natural laboratory to 

support coastal management. ENVIRON 2012, Irish Environmental Researchers 

Colloquium, 7-9th March 2012, University College Dublin.  

69. Sullivan, T., Brozeit, S., O’ Sullivan, K. P. A., McAllen, R., Davenport, J., and Regan, F., 

“Continuous aquatic monitoring of Ireland’s only marine reserve: current status and future 

needs”. Monitoring the Aquatic Environment Using Sensor Technologies, Royal Society of 

Chemistry, 19th October 2012, Burlington House, London. 

70. Sullivan T., and Regan F., Benthic diatoms of Lough Hyne, Lough Hyne Marine Reserve @ 

30, 03rd - 04th June 2011, University College Cork. 

71. Sullivan T., and Regan F., Applying biomimetic design to the development of sustainable 

antifouling for environmental monitoring technology, ENVIRON 2011 Colloquium, April 

6th-8th, 2011, University College Cork. 

72. Sullivan T., and Regan F., The role of diatoms in biofouling and antifouling, The 2010 British 

& Irish Diatom Meeting, 22-24th October 2010, Glencree Reconciliation Centre, Co. 

Wicklow. 
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73. Sullivan T., and Regan F., Novel materials for Mitigation of Diatom Biofouling on Marine 

Sensors, Fourth International Workshop on Marine Technology, MARTECH 2011, Cadiz, 

Spain. 

74. Sullivan T., and Regan F., “Bio-inspired marine anti-fouling strategies for reducing the cost 

of ownership of marine deployed structures” Blue Technologies Forum, hosted by the 

Marine Board-ESF, Brussels, 18th April 2012. 

9.7 TRAINING WORKSHOPS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

TO CORE DCU TEACHING ACTIVITIES 

1. T. Sullivan, SeaCoat ATC3, Advanced training course 3 in Bioadhesion, Birmingham, Sept 

7-9 2010.    

2. E. Stack, 8th Irish Shellfish Safety Scientific Workshop in the Marine Institute, Galway, 

December 2007    

3. E. Stack, Training and animal licence acquisition in animal handling, Laboratory Animal 

Science and Training (LAST) Ireland qualification, 2008    

4. E. Stack, Techniques & Strategies in Molecular Medicine Course, University College 

Dublin, December 2009    

5. E.Stack,MoleculestoMedicines:HowBioPharmaDelivers,MMI/PfizerCourseand Workshop, 

Trinity College Dublin, November 2010.    

6. Edel O’Connor, Three guest lectures at CA168, Dublin City University - Digital Worlds.  

7. Edel O’Connor contribution to the School of Computing, Module CA246 Business 

Communication Skills.    

8. Lorna Fitzsimons, MM309 Project and Quality management taught to year 4 engineering 

students.    

9. Declan Moran, BE 583, Introduction to regulatory affairs, taught to MSc students in 

Bioprocess Engineering.  

10. 10.Edel O’Connor, MERIS Use Workshop, European Space Agency, Frascati, Rome.  

11. 11.Edel O’Connor, Collaboration training at the Marine Institute, 2008, 2009 and 2010.  

12. 12.T. Sullivan, J. Chapman and L. Fitzsimons, Sensing workshop: changing the way we live 

our lives, Dublin City University, November 2011.  

a. Environmental sensor design – design for purpose (Dr. L. Fitzsimons)    

b. Challenges of the aqueous environment – antifouling strategies (Dr. J. 

Chapman)    

c. Practicalities of sensor deployment – from site selection to data management 

(T. Sullivan)  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10.POLICY DEVELOPMENT: CHAPTER 10 

The Investment in marine sensing technology development in the BMA has enabled building of 

scientific capacity but also facilitated discussions around the development of a marine cluster – 

the SmartOcean Cluster through engagements with the National Coordinator for Advanced 

Marine Technologies (Dr Barbara Fogarty and later Dr Edel O’Connor). Annual workshops 

were held providing all stakeholders with an opportunity to collaborate and investigate 

opportunities for development and / or translation of technologies from other domains into 

the marine. The BMA in DCU were leaders in these discussions which has led to the 

establishment of SmartOcean, SmartBay and other such initiatives between 2007 and 2012. 

There was a momentum gathering in Ireland to facilitate a growing marine economy a part of 

which is the marine technologies space.  Some recommendations arising from the BMA 

research work are listed in table 10.1.  

Table 10.1 Policy recommendations and suggested timeframe 

Number Name of Recommendation Impact timeframe 

1 Investment in capacity building in engineering 

and marine sensing  

1-3 years 

2 Continue to support the development of 

SmartBay Ireland as a National Test Facility 

1-3 years 

3 Continue to showcase marine ICT research 

and development in Ireland.  

1-3 years (Already 

established through the 

annual SeaFest, Our Ocean 

Wealth and Digital Ocean 

events) 

4 Map sensing and data analytics technologies in 

the lab and support technology transfer 

including data products. 

1-3 years 

5 Support the development of research leaders 

in the marine sensing and ICT R & D space in 

Ireland. 

1-10 years 

6 Support long term monitoring projects in 

Ireland of the coastal and marine environment  

5-10 years 
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There is a continued need to invest in marine technologies in Ireland.  The BMA and other 

initiatives by the Marine Institute enabled the establishment of capability in Ireland that is key 

to the implementation of policy such as SeaChange and Harnessing our Ocean Wealth. 

Delivering this policy requires research and industry to be aligned with the objectives of policy. 

Table 10.2 outlines suggestions for areas of further investment to build on successes in the 

BMA.  

Table 10.2 Tasks that should be pursued and justifications for these. 

Technology in 

Beaufort 

Justification to pursue this task 

directly in future science 

programmes 

Funding requirements 

Biofouling Despite EU funding under Blue 

Growth for two biofouling 

projects and the numerous 

previously funded EU projects, 

biofouling is still a huge challenge 

to operating in the marine 

environment for ocean energy 

developers, sensor developers, 

shipping and aquaculture.  

Significant national and international 

funding is still required to provide a 

solution for each of the 4 vertical 

pillars. These projects should be in 

collaboration with 

formulation/coatings companies but 

should not be controlled by large 

coatings companies because the 

requirements of the different 

industries differ.  

Video Sensing Visual sensing provides real 

opportunity for monitoring in the 

marine environment both below 

and above water in areas of i) fog 

monitoring, ii) coastal vessel 

management, iii) fish and jellyfish 

monitoring, iv) flood monitoring 

etc.  

Funding should be used to provide 

test cases to demonstrate digital 

technologies in marine scenarios.  

This can lead to new products and 

decision support tools for 

stakeholders.  

Bio-

recognition 

There is a real need for sensitive 

and selective biosensors for 

analytes of interest in the marine 

environment.  

Funding for antibody based 

biosensors is critical. This is the 

emerging area of development for 

analytes of interest. It is still at a 

very early stage of development, 

though the Beaufort project 

provided the building blocks for the 

development of biosensors for 

autonomous sensors. Funding can 

be sought through the EU for this, 
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but Ireland can lead in this space.  

Microfluidics There is an opportunity to 

develop autonomous sensing 

technologies based on generic 

microfluidics approaches.   

We have demonstrated the 

capability to develop autonomous 

optical sensors for water 

monitoring. With continued funding 

we have the capacity to develop 

low cost autonomous systems for a 

range of relevant analytes. We need 

to support the development of 

engineering skills in research teams 

to develop these platforms for 

future commercialisation 

opportunities.  DCU has 

demonstrated great capability in this 

space. 
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11.INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: CHAPTER 11 

Overall, the technological progress achieved so far from the Beaufort Marine Research Awards 

Program have been very encouraging. The Beaufort Management Team met regularly with Dr. 

Carolyn Hughes, Technology Transfer Manager, Invent. The next steps for several of the 

aforementioned opportunities shall be to file invention disclosure forms leading to appraisal 

from IP experts as to patentability. MESTECH held monthly technology transfer meetings to 

evaluate technology commercialisation potential. Table 11.1 outlines the potential technology 

developments arising from the BMA and suggested routes to market.   

In the section below are details of the developments in relation to each WP. Table 10.2 

identifies some tasks that might be pursued further if resources become available and the 

justifications in each case.  

WP1 Biofouling:  

This work package addressed a major challenge concerning environmental research in general. 

To date no simple solution has been discovered and continuous investment in this difficult area 

is still required. This specific project developed advanced surface technologies based on 

synthetic materials with tailored surface architecture, which has anti-fouling properties. 

Although still requiring development in order to optimise performance, these materials have 

already showed improved performance compared to other non-modified surfaces for sensors 

in the marine environment. This technology potentially has enormous commercial value due to 

its wide applicability and the huge demand for materials with such properties. These materials 

have been trialed in the marine environment and have shown promising results. Discussion 

with INVENT, DCU’s technology transfer and commercialisation unit, about invention 

disclosure is underway.  

WP2 Separations:  

This project has developed a successful technology base for fast separation of ions. The 

development of efficient separation techniques by using low pressure surface modified 

monolithic micro columns for separation of heavy metals and nutrients has been shown to be 

successful. The results have wide impact beyond environmental research. The benefits of this 

technology also extend to the food sector and clinical applications. More work is needed at 

present to optimise performance. This project could potentially produce high value 

commercial products in conjunction with a niche column manufacturer.  
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WP3 Video Sensing:  

This work package has developed a video sensing technique for environmental monitoring in 

real time. This is combined with advanced image analysis techniques to form a powerful tool 

for real time remote environmental monitoring. Application of real time video sensing/ image 

analysis to monitor river water levels allows the river condition to be monitored. More 

importantly, using advanced data processing techniques, it has been demonstrated that it is 

possible to predict flood levels in advance, hence giving early warning to flooding events. 

Similar image analysis techniques can be applied to satellite sensing data for weather 

/environmental prediction. The Marine Institute has shown great interest in this technology 

and a successful technology transfer took place in Feb 2011.  

The technology developed here is highly appropriate for environmental monitoring; however, 

it is also evident that application to other areas is feasible. Carolyn Hughes, INVENT, Dublin 

City University, has started work on formalising and licensing the software written for this 

workpackage. Essentially, this development is an "in process" deliverable. The outcomes of this 

work package could have significant benefits in terms of both scientific advancement and 

economic value. Full exploitation of the value of these outcomes is being fully considered, 

including the potential for establishing a spinout business.  

WP5 Biorecognition:  

This work package involved the development of novel antibodies for biotoxin detection. 

Significant progress has been made since the beginning of the project. New antibodies have 

been produced and a successful Immunoassay for mycrocystin toxin has been developed, based 

on the antibodies prepared. Optimisation of antibodies specificity and characteristics has been 

undertaken. This work represents a significant scientific breakthrough and potentially has a 

high commercial value due to the fact that specific and sensitive antibodies for marine based 

toxins do not exist and are highly sought after. DCU, Queen’s University and mBio 

Diagnostics, an SME located in Northern Ireland are working together to incorporate antibody 

fragments developed at DCU into a fluorescence-based assay system which comprises an 

integrated planar waveguide/flowcell system that enables high sensitivity fluorescence 

measurements in a robust, low-cost package called the mBio SnapESI (one of the research 

outputs expected from WP4). The system will facilitate the real time detection of PSP and MC 

toxins in marine and fresh water environments. This has significant early warning potential for 

aquaculture based industries as well as significant human health implications.  

WP6 Analytical Platform:  
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An optical analyser based on LED arrays has been constructed for real time wireless 

measurement of water quality. The device measures water clarity and colour simultaneously by 

using pattern recognition methods. It has been demonstrated that the device can distinguish 

between different colours and colour mixtures. Using the colour information, the device can 

also measure changes in algae concentration (which implies the capability to measure algae 

growth). Potential use for this device includes algae speciation, bloom detection and general 

water quality conformation. This simple affordable device could be widely used for water 

quality management. The potential for IP is somewhat limited as all the techniques employed 

are well established and would be obvious to other experts. However, the application in the 

field of use of marine based optical sensing may hold some potential for commercialisation.  

It is clear that several potentially very valuable technological developments have emerged and 

could lead to new products or services. In the case of work package (WP 3), this has already 

provided technology which has been transferred to the end user (MI) for field trials, while WP 

5 and WP6 are at advanced stage of product development. We also anticipate WP1 will 

provide technology with significant commercial value with further development and 

enhancements. The potential products and technologies mentioned in the above section will 

essentially lead to foreground IP. Various possibilities are under consideration.  

Table 11.1 Technologies and proposed routes to market: 

Technology 

number 

Technology type Route to market – step 

1 

Route to market – step 

2 

1 Optical sensor for water 

clarity 

Long-term deployment 

in SmartBay and system 

validation 

Enterprise Ireland (EI) 

commercialisation fund 

2 Autonomous sensor for 

nutrients 

Partner with company 

e.g. TelLab 

Scale-up system 

numbers, test and 

validate in nutrient 

challenge competition 

3 Antifouling optical coating Innovation Partnership 

to further develop the 

optically clear coating. 

License by company if 

successful. 

4 Visual sensing algorithms  Validate analytics tools 

in SmartBay for fish 

recognition 

License to marine 

Institute or EI 

Commercialisation Find. 
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12.ADDITIONAL LEVERAGED FUNDS: CHAPTER 12 

The BMA enabled the establishment of expertise and human capital in the marine technology 

and communications domains. Arising from this investment in 2007 the DCU team were able 

to leverage additional funding to build the marine sensing technology expertise.  These 

successes include: The SmartBay project under the Programme for Research in Third Level 

Institutions (PRTLI) V.  This led to the establishment of SmartBay Ireland the National Test and 

Demonstration Infrastructure in Galway Bay. The EU launched the Oceans of Tomorrow call 

and DCU were involved in Maria Box project which aimed to develop autonomous sensors for 

algal toxins and the Common Sense project where DCU developed autonomous sensors for 

metal ions in the marine. Further funding was obtained through National sources e.g. the 

Environmental Protection Agency to investigate passive sampling as a screening tool for 

priority substance monitoring and the Irish Research Council (IRC) funded a PhD in the area 

of marine biofouling.  The value of leveraged funding is in the region of €5 million.  
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13.COLLABORATION/TRAINING: CHAPTER 13 

Research collaborations with other non-project partner organisations /industries:  

1. Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) were drawn up between DCU and several 

international universities.    

2. MESTECH has established an Industry Advisory Board (IAB) consisting of 11 industrial 

companies (SMEs and MNCs). The objective being that the IAB will assist in driving the 

research agenda and increase the commercialisation focus of the research.    

3. Ireland:Newfoundland partnership with Memorial University; School of Ocean 

Technology, Fisheries and Marine Institute of Memorial University, Canada, Researcher 

visit May 2010 (Tim O’Sullivan, WP1);    

4. Prof. Richard O’Kennedy’s collaborations in NSF/SFI Biosafety grant and 

PHARMATLANTIC – EU-FP7 Funded Knowledge Transfer Network for Prevention of 

Mental Diseases and Cancer in the Atlantic area;    

5. Prof. Regan established the FP7 NEMOS proposal network. This includes the 

Universities of Uppsala and Umea in Sweden, University of Porto (Portugal), University 

of Plymouth (UK), Ulm University (Germany), Chelsea Instruments (UK), IBM 

(Ireland). NEMOS: Networked Embedded Marine Observation Systems;    

6. ATWARM program team, University of Cranfield (UK), University of Duisberg Essen 

(Germany), Queens University (Belfast, UK) and SMEs Modern Water (UK) and Tellab 

(Ireland);    

7. Prof. Chris Elliott, Institute of Agri-Food and Land Use, Queen’s University, Belfast and 

Prof. Richard O’Kennedy, Dublin City University collaborate for joint development of 

polyclonal and recombinant antibodies to marine targets including cyanobacterial 

toxins and paralytic shellfish poisoning (PSP) toxins for incorporation into commercial 

bio-sensor platforms;    

8. BEACONS or “Biosafety for Environmental Contaminants using Novel Sensors” is a 

US- Ireland Partnership Program which brings together a number of expertise and 

strengths in the development and application of sensor–based assays for detecting 

biotoxins and the corresponding toxigenic organisms from Dublin City University, 

Queen’s Univeristy, Belfast, the University of Maine and the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), South Carolina;  

9. Interactions between DCU, Queen’s University and mBio Diagnostics involves the 

development of a system that incorporates antibody fragments developed at DCU into 

a fluorescence-based assay system which comprises an integrated planar 
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waveguide/flowcell system that enables high sensitivity fluorescence measurements in a 

robust, low-cost package called the mBio SnapESI. The system will facilitate in real time 

the detection of PSP and MC toxins in marine and fresh water environments;  

10. Dermot Diamond and Kim Lau: Established working collaboration with the Centre for 

Microsystems, National Oceanography Centre, Southampton. Collaboration in 

technical improvement of microfluidic system and deployment method are underway;  

11. Dermot Diamond and Kim Lau: Established collaboration with Ray Flynn of University 

of Belfast. Dr Flynn leads a large scale project on Wetland 

Characterisation/Restoration. The collaboration work involves the deployment of the 

Beaufort phosphate analyser and the multichannel optical device in river systems in 

Northern Ireland;  

12. An India-Ireland Collaboration funding allows Dr Kim Lau to establish collaboration 

link with prof V.E.Annamalai of SSN College of Engineering, Chenai, India, to develop 

an optical sensor for turbidity measurement in marine environment. The work will 

involve the participation of The National Institute of Ocean Technology (NIOT) which 

is an autonomous society under the Ministry of Earth Sciences, Government of India. 

NIOT is managed by a Governing Council and the Director is the head of the Institute;  

13. Prof. Regan collaborated with AZTI Technalia, Pasajes, Spain and is currently involved 

in an Interreg proposal with them;  

14. Tim Sullivan and Fiona Regan collaboration with Prof. John Davinport at UCC, in the 

study of biofouling materials in Lough Hyne, Co. Cork;  

15. Tim Sullivan, Fiona Regan Antoin Lawlaor and James Chapman collaborate with YSI 

Hydrodata and have a long term deployment in Poolbeg Marine. YSI have donated a 

Sonde;  

16. Tim Sullivan and Fiona Regan collaborate with Tyndall National Institute in the 

establishment of surfaces for testing on anti-fouling;  

17. Prof. Regan obtained funding to host a visit by Prof. John Delaney, University of 

Washington. 

18. Prof. Regan is engaging in discussion with Dr. Neil Fitzgerald in a HRECOS deployment 

(Marist College, New York).  

19. MESTECH collaboration with OTT Hydrometry on continuous monitoring Sensor 

Sonde project.  
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The provision of training for students:  

To enhance their individual research abilities, students are encouraged to attend special 

training courses offered internally by OVPR and external workshops/training courses.  All 

students have availed of additional training courses offered by the graduate training office at 

DCU:  

1. Commercialisation of research    

2. Intellectual property    

3. Research ethics and tutor training.    

4. Experimental Design    

5. Research Methods,    

6. Writing Skills,    

7. Statistics,  

8. Qualitative and Quantitative Research Methods,    

9. Data Analysis,    

10. Information Management Systems, and Philosophy of Science  

 

Below are details of specialist training attended by Beaufort Students:  

 

Edwina Stack:  

1. LAST-Ireland course on FELASA recommendations for category B and c for 

implementation of European Directive 86/609 for Animal Handling and Husbandry.    

2. Ethics in Biomedical Diagnostics    

3. Science Communication    

4. Legislation and Regulation in Biomedical Diagnostics    

5. IP and Commercialisation Certification    

6. Training and animal licence acquisition in animal handling, Laboratory Animal Science 

  and Training (LAST) Ireland qualification, 2008    

7. Techniques & Strategies in Molecular Medicine Course, University College Dublin, 

  December 2009    

8. Molecules to Medicines: How BioPharma Delivers, MMI/ Pfizer Course and Workshop, 

 Trinity C ollege D ublin, N ovem ber 2010    

Edel O’Connor:  

1. Office of Vice President of Research (OVPR) training courses for researchers  

Aine Moyna:  

1. Beyond UHPLC: Dionex workshop 2. PD M S m icrochips for beginners: fabrication 

and application  
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Timothy Sullivan:  

1. Scanning electron microscopy training for instrument use and user training;  

2. Atomic Force Microscopy training for instrument use;   

3. Confocal microscopy training in National Institute for Cellular Biotechnology; 

4. Contact angle measurement training;  

5. Laboratory safety induction at DCU;  

6. Workshop in biofilm characterization;  

7. Stage 1 Labview training;   

8. Analytical laboratory.  
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14.EDUCATION AND OUTREACH: CHAPTER 14 

14.1 EDUCATION AND OUTREACH ACTIVITIES 
 

Edwina Stack (PhD student, WP5: Biorecognition):   

Taught Biochemistry to 8-12 year olds in the Centre for Talented Youth, Ireland. The students 

came to DCU every Saturday to enjoy the fun aspects of science in a hands- on 

experimentally-based approach (February – April 2009).  

14.2 UNDERGRADUATE MENTORING 
Tim Sullivan (PhD student, WP 1 Biofouling):   

Mentored four undergraduate students (2 in 2009, 2 in 2010) in topics of:  

1. Marine biofouling diatom settlement on surfaces;    

2. SEM imaging of diatoms on surfaces;    

3. Light microscopy of diatom settlement on novel plasticised antifouling materials;    

4. Design of novel anti-fouling porous materials.    

Two literature reviews on the topics above have been prepared by the students which fed into 

Tim’s research.  

Edwina Stack (PhD student, WP5 biorecognition):  

1. Instructor for MAMBO (Me and My Body) Young Student Program, CTYI/ 

  Biomedical Diagnostics Institute (BDI), 2009    

2. Fourth year student project supervision, Development of recombinant mouse 

  antibodies to microcystin, Steven Fagan, Undergraduate Student , 2010.    

3. Instructor for Biomedical Diagnostics course, Centre for Talented Youth, Ireland 

  (CTYI), 2010    

Edel O’Connor (PhD student - now postdoctoral researcher, WP3 and WP9)   

1. Mentored Beaufort 4 summer intern students over the 4 years of her PhD studies.  

14.3 BEAUFORT SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME 
Internship (2008-9)  

Over the course of the funded project, provisions have been made to fund 14 Beaufort 

scholarships to run during the summer months from June- September each year. In 2008, 

there was only one summer intern student Manika Poply, who worked with Prof. Dermot 

Diamond on a project, entitled ‘Development of a microfluidic device for microbiological 

monitoring of water’. The 2009 Beaufort Summer Internship Programme provided opportunity 

for 3 intern students Mary O'Sullivan, Christina Doherty and Jonathan Collins under the 
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supervision of Prof. Fiona Regan, Prof. Collette McDonagh and Prof. Dermot Diamond 

respectively. These internship positions provide first-hand experience of a multidisciplinary 

research environment at the National Centre for Sensor Research (NCSR). The internship 

programme aims to excite a lasting interest in science and technology and increase awareness 

of environmental research and, in particular, the Beaufort Marine Research Awards. The 

Programme is open to undergraduate science & engineering students from third-level 

institutions in Ireland. Projects were carried out in NCSR laboratories for a period of three 

months during the summer of 2009. Students were supervised by Beaufort Work Package 

Leaders and were assigned mentors (postdoctoral students and PhD Students) to support 

their research projects. As well as promoting the development of the students’ research skills, 

the programme also equipped them with transferable skills such as communications, project 

design and teamwork. The Programme culminated with a half-day symposium at which the 

students made an oral and poster presentation on their research project to NCSR researchers 

(faculty, postdoctoral and postgraduate). NCSR Undergraduate Hamilton students also 

presented their research projects at the annual Hamilton/Beaufort Symposium.  

Internship (2010)  

The 2010 Beaufort students were: Tony Blake from DCU, who carried out his research 

project for Prof. Noel O’Connor and Prof. Alan Smeaton. Tony’s project was “A Visual 

Sensing Platform for Environmental Monitoring”. Lucinda Doyle, also from DCU. Lucinda was 

supervised by Prof. Brett Paull to work on a project entitle “Development of a high sensitivity 

on-chip detection cell for environmental analysis”. The Program m e culm inated w ith a half -

day symposium at which the students made an oral and poster presentation on their research 

project to NCSR researchers (faculty, postdoctoral and postgraduate). NCSR Undergraduate 

Hamilton students also present their research projects at the annual Hamilton/Beaufort 

Symposium. Internship (2011)  The 2011 B eaufort students were: Ms. Caitriona Farrell from 

UCD, who carried out her research project “Data Aggregation for Environmental Monitoring” 

with Prof. Alan Smeaton and Ms. Edel O’Connor and Ms. Iffat Naqvi who undertook the 

project “An Autonomous Intelligent Camera Platform for Environmental and Marine 

Monitoring”. Ms. Naqvi was supervised by Prof. Noel O’Connor and Mr. Dian Zhang. The 

programme culminated with a half-day symposium at which the students made an oral and 

poster presentation on their research project to NCSR researchers (faculty, postdoctoral and 

postgraduate). Before finishing their internships, the Beaufort interns made a trip to the Marine 

Institute in Oranmore, Galway, where they gave presentations on their projects and took a 

very interesting and informative trip out to the Marine Institute monitoring buoy in Galway 

Bay.  
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APPENDIX I:  

WORKPACKAGES AND TASK LISTS  

 
 

No. WORK PROGRAMME Phase I 

    

WP1 BIOFOULING, Dr. Fiona Regan  (Nov 2007-Nov 2011) 

  Linked to WPs 2 - 6 

  D1.1 Generation of surfaces based on natural species (M14) 

  D1.2 Recommendations on prevention of bacterial adhesion on surfaces (M28) 

  D1.3 Characterisation of novel anti-fouling approaches (M30) 

  D1.4 Application of materials and physical approaches to the marine environment (M46) 

WP2 SEPARATIONS, Prof. Brett Paull & Dr. Mirek Macka (Dec 2007-Jan 2011). 

Linked to WPs 1, 3 & 6 

  D2.1. Evaluation of surface immobilised functionalised polymers within hydrophobic 

polymer capillaries for open tubular low pressure separations of target species. Initially, 

simple ion exchange approaches followed to evaluate separation performance and 

potential (M1-M12) 

  D2.2. Direct transfer of developed approach to chip based format within micro-channels 

(M13-M24) 

  D2.3. Incorporation of photo-initiated site specific polymer monolithic phases within 

micro-fluidic channels for fluidic control via electroosmotic pumping. Demonstration of 

on-chip chromatography (off-chip detection) (M20-M30) 

  D2.4. Use of on-chip LED detection (absorbance based) for target species (M30-M36) 

WP3 VIDEO SENSING, Prof. Alan Smeaton & Dr. Noel O'Connor (Oct 2007-Jan 

2011) 

  Linked to WPs 1, 2, 4, 5 & 6 

  D3.1: Report #1, and catalog, of available marine locations for visual sensing (2008) 

  D3.2: Data aggregation software V1 (2008) 

  D3.3: Data aggregation software V2 (2010) 

  D3.4: Data aggregation software V3 (2011) 

  D3.5: Visual data analysis and quality determination software V1 (2008) 

  D3.6: Visual data analysis and quality determination software V2 (2010) 

  D3.7: Image analysis toolkit V1 (2008) 
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  D3.8: Image analysis toolkit (2010) 

  D3.9: Content management toolkit V1 (2008) 

  D3.10: Content management toolkit V2 (2010) 

  D3.11: Deployment of own sensing tools on new location(s) (2010) 

  D3.12: Evaluation of effectiveness of visual sensing of coastal situations (2011) 

WP4 TRANSDUCTION, Profs. Brian MacCraith & Colette McDonagh (Oct 2008-

Sep 2012) 

  Linked to WPs 5 & 6 

  D4.1:  Identification of target analyte (M3-2008) 

  D4.2:  Design of optical platform (M6 – 2009) 

  D4.3:  Platform constructed and tested with model non-biological analyte(M30- 2011) 

  D4.4:  Implementation of bio-assay on sensor platform (month 40 2011) 

  D4.5: Deployment and field testing. This deliverable is linked to other WPs.(Month 48 – 

2012) 

WP5 BIORECOGNITION, Prof. Richard O'Kennedy (Oct 2007-Sept 2011). Linked 

to WPs 1, 2, 3, 4 & 6 

  D5.1: Selection of appropriate targets for antibody generation (M1:M2, 2008) 

  D5.2: Training in antibody production technologies (M2:M3, 2008) 

  D5.3: Training in animal handling (M3:M5, 2008)  

  D5.4: Immunisations (M4: M4, 2008-2010; ongoing) 

  D5.5: Antibody characterisation and assay development using available antibody (M5: 

M10,2008) 

  D5.6: Generation of antibody libraries (M6:M12, 2008 for Target 1(T1); M7:T2:M12, 2009; 

M8:T3:M6, 2010) 

  D5.7: Use of high-throughput robotic screening system (M9:M9, 2008) 

  D5.8: Assay development (M10:M9, 2009,T1) 

  D5.9: Engineering antibodies to improve specificity/sensitivity/stability/immobilisation. 

(M11:M1, 2010,T1) 

  D5.10: Incorporation of antibody on microfluidics platform ( M12:M9, 2008-M9,2011)  

  D5.11: Re-engineering antibody to improve characteristics (M13:M4,2010) 

  D5.12: System testing and evaluation (M14:M1, 2010- M12, 2011) 

WP6 MICROFLUIDICS, BMA Researcher (Mar 2008-Jan 2014). Linked to WPs 1 - 5. 

  D6.1: Design of bioanalytical microfluidic manifold & instrument completed (M5-2008) 

  D6.2:  Integrated Supporting Infrastructure (M9-2008) 

  D6.3: Sampling Port with advanced anti-biofouling capabilities (M3-2009) 
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  D6.4: Detection System Integrated (M6-2009) 

  D6.5: Biorecognition capability integrated (M9-2009) 

  D6.6: Sample processing stages integrated M12-2009) 

  D6.7: Lab Tests of Prototype V1.0 Analytical Instrument completed M3-2010 

  D6.8: Field tests of V1.0 Analytical Instrument complete (M6-2010) 

  D6.9: Field Tests of V1.0 Analytical Instrument and Video Sensor Completed (M9-2010) 

  D6.10: Report on V1.0 Analytical System completed (M10-2010) 

  D6.11: V2.0 Analytical System Completed M3-2011 

  D6.12:  Field tests of V2.0 Analytical Instrument complete (M6-2011) 

  D6.13:  Field Tests of V2.0 Analytical Instrument and Video Sensor Completed (M9-2011) 

  D6.14:  Report on V2.0 Analytical System completed (M10-2011) 
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APPENDIX 2:  

DELIVERABLES  

Deliverable Description Completion 

date 

Status 

D1.1  Identification and generation of surfaces based 

on natural species 

M14 Completed 

D1.2 Recommendations on prevention of microbial 

adhesion to surfaces 

M28 Completed 

D1.3 Characterisation of novel antifouling 

approaches 

M30 Completed 

D1.4 Application of materials and physical 

approaches to the marine enviornment 

M46 Completed 

D2.1  Evaluation of  surface immobilised funcionalised 

polymers within hydrophobic polymer 

capillaries for open tubular low pressure 

separations of target species. Initially, simple 

ion-exchange approaches followed to evaluate 

separation performance and potential 

M12 Complete 

D2.2 

 

Direct transfer of developed approach to chip 

based format within micro-channels  

M24 Completed 

D2.3 Coupling of developed separation system based 

upon low-pressure separation column for 

transition and heavy metal analysis with an 

autonomous post-column reaction system.  

M30 Completed 

D2.4 Evaluation of multi-modal forms (e.g. combined 

absorbance/conductivity) of detection for 

sensitive analysis of nutrients and metals for 

application within the marine environment.  

M36 Completed 

D2.5 Development of system (D 2.3) for saline 

samples.  

M36 Completed 
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Deliverable Description Completion 

date 

Status 

D3.1  Report #1, and catalog, of available marine 

locations for visual sensing  

2008 Completed 

D3.2 Data aggregation software V1  2008 Completed 

D3.3 Data aggregation software V2  2010 Completed 

D3.4 Data aggregation software V3  2011 Completed 

D3.5 Visual data analysis and quality determination 

software V1  

2008 Completed 

D3.6 Visual data analysis and quality determination 

software V2  

2010 Completed 

D3.7 Image analysis toolkit V1  2008 Completed 

D3.8 Image analysis toolkit  2010 Completed 

D3.9 Content management toolkit V1  2008 Completed 

D3.10 Content management toolkit V2  2010 Completed 

D3.11 Deployment of own sensing tools on new 

location(s) 

2010 Completed 

D3.12 Evaluation of effectiveness of visual sensing of 

coastal situations  

2011 Completed 
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Deliverable Deascription Completion 

date 

Status 

D5.1  Selection of appropriate 

targets for immunisation 

2008 Completed 

D5.2 Training in antibody 

production technologies 

2008 Completed 

D5.3 Training in animal handling 2008 Completed 

D5.4 Immunisations 2010 Completed 

D5.5 Antibody characterisation 

and assay development using 

available antibody 

2008 Completed 

D5.6 Generation of antibody 

library 

2010 Completed 

D5.7 Use of high-throughput 

robotic screening 

2008 Completed 

D5.8 Assay development 2009 Completed 

D5.9 Engineering antibodies to 

improve 

specificity/sensitivity/stability/ 

immobilisation  

 

2010 Completed 

D5.10 Incorporation of antibody on 

microfluidics platform  

2011 Completed 

D5.11 Re-engineering antibody to 

improve characteristics  

2010 Completed 

D5.12 System testing and 

evaluation  

2011 Completed 

D6.1  Design of bioanalytical 

microfluidic manifold & 

instrument  

2008 Completed 

D6.2 Integrated Supporting 

Infrastructure  

2008 Completed 
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D6.3 Sampling Port with advanced 

anti-biofouling capabilities  

2009 Completed 

D6.4 Detection System Integrated  2009 Completed 

D6.5 Biorecognition capability 

integrated  

2009 Completed 

D6.6 Sample processing stages 

integrated  

2009 Completed 

D6.7 Lab Tests of Prototype V1.0 

Analytical Instrument 

2010 Completed 

D6.8 Field tests of V1.0 Analytical 

Instrument  

2010 Completed 

D6.9 Field Tests of V1.0 Analytical 

Instrument and Video 

Sensor  

2010 Completed 

D6.10 Report on V1.0 Analytical 

System  

2011 Completed 

D6.11 V2.0 Analytical System  2010 Completed 

D6.12 Field tests of V2.0 Analytical 

Instrument  

2010 Completed 
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